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Abstract
A numerical investigation has been conducted to quantify the effect of impeller-
diffuser interaction on changes in impeller performance. An assessment is made of the
hypothesis that the nondimensional parameter characterizing impeller performance
change due to interaction is the ratio of the radial gap between the impeller trailing
edge and the diffuser leading edge to the diffuser vane pitch.
The time averaged results are found to show no measurable performance change
with varying degrees of impeller-diffuser interaction, disproving the hypothesis. Anal-
ysis of the flow field shows that changes in loss and blockage due to interaction in the
region of the blade leakage flow, which were expected to drive performance change,
are negligible.
The disproven hypothesis lacks parameters to relate the level of impeller passage
unsteadiness to the level of performance change due to interaction, which are shown to
be important. The ratio of the unsteady amplitude, of blade leakage velocity or blade
loading, to the time average value appears to be a parameter capable of quantifying
the impact of unsteadiness on impeller performance change.
Thesis Supervisor: Choon S. Tan
Title: Senior Research Engineer, Gas Turbine Laboratory
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Nomenclature
Latin Letters
A Area m2 L2
a speed of sound m
s
LT−1
B non-dimensional Blockage
b blade thickness m L
CPRD Diffuser coefficient of pressure recovery
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
c| arbitrary constant
D diffuser
G I-D radial gap length m L
h specific enthalpy J
kg
L2T−2
i quantity evaluated at an arbitrary merid-
ional location
I impeller
m˙ mass flow rate kg
s
MT−1
M Mach number
nˆ control surface unit normal
N blade count
Ns impeller rotational speed rpm T
−1
p pressure N
m2
ML−1T−2
P.S. pressure side
Q arbitrary quantity
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R difference of specific heats J
kgK
L2T−2Θ−1
r radius m L
cp specific heat at constant pressure
J
kgK
L2T−2Θ−1
s specific entropy J
kgK
L2T−2Θ−1
S vane/blade pitch m L
S.S. suction side
T temperature K Θ
t time sec T
v absolute velocity m
s
LT−1
U impeller speed, r
ITE
× Ω m
s
LT−1
W specific work J
kg
L2T−2
w impeller-relative velocity m
s
LT−1
Greek Letters
α absolute swirl angle (measured from merid-
ional direction)
deg
Λ diffuser vane stagger angle (from radial) deg
β reduced frequency
∆ change of a quantity
δ small increment operator
η adiabatic efficiency
γ ratio of specific heats
θ flow angle relative to meridional direction
MFD evaluated in the mean flow direction
pi total-to-total pressure ratio
ρ density kg
m3
ML3
σ standard deviation
V C evaluated for the vaneless case
Ω impeller angular velocity rad
s
T−1
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ω vorticity 1
s
T−1
ξ loss potential J
kgK
L2T−2Θ−1
Superscripts
ˆ unit vector
′ perturbation quantity
~ vector
Subscripts
<no subscript> static quantity
corr condition corrected quantity
E quantity evaluated at edge of boundary
layer
eff effective quantity
∞ undisturbed free-stream value
i quantity evaluated at an arbitrary merid-
ional location
inj quantity injected into domain
j quantity evaluated at an arbitrary span-
wise location
k quantity evaluated at an arbitrary pitch-
wise location
V C quantity evaluated for the vaneless case
ILE evaluated at impeller leading edge
ITE evaluated at impeller trailing edge
DLE evaluated at diffuser leading edge
DTE evaluated at diffuser trailing edge
BCG evaluated at blade-casing gap
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r radial direction
ref reference value
rel quantity evaluated relative to rotating ref-
erence frame
stage quantity evaluated over impeller, diffuser
SLE evaluated at splitter leading edge
t total (stagnation) quantity
tan evaluated tangential to impeller velocity
V C vaneless case
x quantity evaluated in x-direction
y quantity evaluated in y-direction
z quantity evaluated in z-direction
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Centrifugal compressors have historically not been researched as extensively as their
axial counterpart due to the primary importance of axial compressors in military and
commercial aircraft engines. They have been used in applications that require lower
mass flow rates (2.5− 7 kg/s) and value low acquisition costs, simplicity and reduced
weight over other parameters. Because of this, they have found their way into auto-
motive engines as turbochargers, gas turbines for helicopters, auxiliary power units
(APUs), and fuel pumps for rocket engines. Recently the advantages of centrifugal
compressors have been exploited by the newly emerging light-business jet market as
a highly efficient, weight-saving addition to the aft of an axial compressor [4], [5].
There are two key components to a centrifugal compressor: the impeller (rotor)
and the diffuser (stator). The impeller pulls the working fluid in axially from the
inlet as it rotates, turning the flow 90◦ away from the axis of rotation, and adding
kinetic energy as the fluid accelerates radially outward. As the fluid exits the impeller
with high velocity, it is the diffuser’s role to then convert the kinetic energy into a
static pressure rise by decelerating the flow before it leaves the compressor altogether.
Since the channels of the impeller are rotating rapidly (∼ 20, 000 rpm), a significant
portion of the static pressure rise also comes from the centrifugal effect acting on the
fluid. Similarly, the large radius change of the fluid increases the stagnation enthalpy
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without necessarily increasing loss. This occurs because loss is dependent on the
relative velocities in the impeller channel, which are not affected by a radius change
in the impeller. With the combination of these two prominent qualities, it is not
uncommon for single-stage pressure ratios to approach 8 : 1 whereas typical values
for axial compressors are in the range of 1.4 : 1 [6].
Advances in computational abilities and CFD codes to capture flow details have
improved significantly in recent years, allowing more detailed and comprehensive in-
vestigations to be conducted. Here, such advances are applied to better understand
the fluid dynamic behavior governing impeller-diffuser interactions in centrifugal com-
pressors with the goal of developing rational guidelines for design using the knowledge
gained.
1.2 Previous Work
The two distinct components of the centrifugal compressor, the impeller and diffuser,
combine to form the centrifugal compressor stage. Using models to estimate the per-
formance of an isolated impeller or an isolated diffuser has been one approach taken
to estimate the performance of a compressor. But because these two disparate com-
ponents work together as a system, their performance together may not be the simple
sum of their performances as considered in isolation. Viewing the compressor as a
system begs the question: what effect do these components have on each other? The
results of such an effect has been noticed by many investigators, yet no universal and
rigorous guidelines for designing a compressor such that the two components are com-
plimentary has been put forth with satisfactory results. Several researchers, including
[7] have noted an optimum radial location of the diffuser leading edge, relative to the
impeller, which produces a peak performance. Others have noted changes in the op-
erating range when the number of diffuser vanes is varied. The exact mechanisms
for these observations are not well understood. Summaries of other research efforts
relating to the impeller-diffuser gap and its effect on performance can be found in
either [6] or in [3].
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The purpose of the current investigation is to continue working toward a universal
description of performance effects due to interaction between the impeller and dif-
fuser. Most recently, Shum [3] investigated impeller-diffuser interaction by varying
the radial gap length. Under the conditions in which he conducted his experiment, he
found that the major performance changes occurred in the impeller’s efficiency and
stagnation pressure rise and not in the diffuser, where the performance stayed rela-
tively constant. This performance change in the impeller was attributed primarily to
increased unsteadiness of the fluid leaking through the gap between the casing and the
impeller blades. This ’blade leakage’ flow in turn affected the entropy production and
blockage in the impeller. Shum’s assertion that the diffuser is relatively insensitive to
mild distortions and changes in flow alignment is supported by the work of Phillips,
[1]. Murray, [8], continued investigating interaction by varying the number of diffuser
vanes, as well as the effect of blade-casing clearance on impeller performance. His re-
sults suggested that an optimum level of interaction did exist, and could be described
by the parameters and one-dimensional model formulated by Shum, [3]. Murray put
forth the hypothesis that the ratio of the impeller-diffuser gap length, G, to diffuser
vane pitch, S
D
, is the parameter that characterizes the performance change due to
varying degrees of impeller-diffuser interaction at a specified operating point [8]. The
work here follows the work of both Shum and Murray closely, using the hypothesis of
Murray and much of the analytical framework developed by Shum.
In 2003, Ziegler, et al. [9],[10], published a two-part physical experiment on
impeller-diffuser interaction whose findings contrasted those of Shum and Murray. He
found the impeller to be relatively insensitive to the diffuser and that the diffuser’s
performance drives the performance of the compressor system. His measurements also
show that the change in performance between different radius ratios has a dependence
on where on the pi vs. m˙corr speed line the compressor is operating.
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1.3 Goals of Present Work
Building upon the work of Shum, Murray and others, the overall objective of this
research is to establish a set of scaling parameters that quantify the impact of impeller-
diffuser interaction on centrifugal compressor performance. The specific technical
objectives of this study are to:
1. Assess the hypothesis that changes in time averaged performance of an impeller
due to impeller-diffuser interaction can be scaled by the ratio of impeller-diffuser
gap to the diffuser vane pitch
2. Elucidate the behavior of the performance trend as related to the gap-to-pitch
ratio, especially in the gap-to-pitch ratios near the hypothesized peak of perfor-
mance (see figure 2-6).
3. Examine and quantify how specific flow mechanisms due to unsteady impeller-
diffuser coupling influence overall performance as a function of the gap-to-pitch
ratio
1.4 Thesis Scope and Content
To achieve these research objectives, a detailed interrogation of the computational
flow field has been conducted. Chapter 2 describes the research compressor used in
this study, the numerical solver and the computational approach taken. It also details
how the experiment is designed in order to achieve the stated research objectives, as
well as the performance metrics used to analyze the computational results. Chapter
3 presents the results of the computations on both a time average and unsteady
basis. The nondimensional ’relative unsteadiness parameter’ is introduced and used
to explain the relatively low changes in loss observed in the blade leakage region. In
Chapter 4, the results of the study are summarized and synthesized into a form that
a future hypothesis might take to characterize impeller performance change due to
impeller-diffuser interaction. It also uses the findings of the current work to suggest
areas of continued research on this topic.
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1.5 Research Contributions
• The hypothesis that the impeller performance change due to impeller-diffuser
interaction can be described by a universal curve as a function of the gap to
pitch ratio is disproven
• Additions to the hypothesis are needed in order to relate the level of impeller
passage unsteadiness to the level of performance change due to interaction.
For example, the ratio of the unsteady amplitude, of blade leakage velocity or
blade loading, to the time average value appears to be a parameter capable of
quantifying the impact of unsteadiness on impeller performance change
• Impeller unsteadiness level, as measured by the standard deviation of static
pressures along the impeller passage centerline, is found to scale exponentially
with the gap to pitch ratio only when the amplitude of the initial pressure
perturbation produced by the diffuser remains constant
• A new method of quantifying relative changes in passage blockage is put forward.
This method has the attributes of being easy to implement, is rigorously based,
and is precise
25
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Chapter 2
Technical Approach
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a description of the technical tools, the conceptual steps, and
the physical reasoning used to achieve the research objectives defined in section 1.3.
Because this study and many of the referenced studies use computational experiments
to address the relevant technical issues, in this thesis they will be referred to generally
as experiments. Any study that uses physical compressor rigs will be identified as
such to avoid confusion.
2.2 Selection of Research Compressor
The 4 : 1 pressure ratio NASA CC3 centrifugal compressor is the test article used in
this study. Originally, the CC3 was designed as a high efficiency 1.66 [kg/s] compres-
sor by the Allison Engine Company and later scaled up to 4.54 [kg/s] (10 [lbm/s]) to
investigate the effect of scaling on efficiency [2]. The CC3 was selected for use in this
study because it has been widely studied and offers a good amount of both numerical
and physical data to which the baseline results of this study can be compared. Ad-
ditionally, the nearly straight-channel wedge-type diffuser allows for relatively simple
modification of the computational grid. Detailed geometric data on the CC3 can be
found in [11]. The critical performance and geometric parameters are provided below:
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• Corrected speed at design, Ns,corr = 21, 789 [RPM ]
• Impeller trailing edge radius, r
ITE
= 21.57 [cm]
• main blades = 15, splitter blades = 15, beginning at 30% impeller chord
• impeller blade backsweep angle, 50◦
• local blade-casing clearance = 2% of the local blade span
• radius ratio of impeller exit to mean impeller inlet = 2.93
• radius ratio of diffuser channel exit to impeller exit = 2.09
• diffuser vanes, wedge shaped = 24
• diffuser vane stagger angle = 80.3◦
• channel divergence angle = 7.92◦
• impeller-diffuser gap length = 1.706 [cm]
• Gap to pitch ratio = 0.28
2.3 Computational Tools
2.3.1 Description of Flow-Solver
Analysis of the flow field is conducted using MSU TURBO, a three dimensional,
unsteady, viscous, compressible CFD code developed at Mississippi State University.
TURBO solves the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations in a rotating frame
using an implicit, finite volume Newton-relaxation algorithm with modified Gauss-
Seidel subiterations. Flow quantities are calculated with 2nd and 3rd order temporal
and spatial accuracy, respectively. The turbulence model used is based on a decoupled
two equation κ−  scheme [12].
A strength of TURBO is its ability to capture time accurate relative motion be-
tween multiple adjacent blade rows rotating at different angular velocities. This is
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done using a sliding interface across which the conservative variable quantities are
interpolated to the appropriate grid elements on the opposing block. The single-
passage representation of the compressor dictated by the use of phase lag boundary
conditions (see section 2.3.3) does not allow flux-conserving local grid distortion tech-
niques (LGD) to be implemented at sliding interfaces, thus necessitating the use of
an equally accurate [13], but non-flux-conserving interpolation method.
The utility and accuracy of TURBO in relation to physical experiments will be
discussed in section 2.4.
2.3.2 Computational Grid
TURBO utilizes structured, finite volume multi-block grids with arbitrary block con-
nectivity. This allows users freedom to move, manipulate and examine complex por-
tions of the grid without altering the grid continuity. The particular grid in this
study uses 18 blocks to model the entire 2 blade row stage. Two blocks extend in
parallel approximately one third of the impeller length upstream of the impeller inlet.
Ten blocks are contained in the impeller, three in series for each blade passage (main
blade and splitter blade) and four situated in the gap between the blade-tips and the
casing (two per blade) to capture leakage related flow details. Blocks 13 and 14 span
the vaneless space between the impeller and the diffuser, and blocks 15 through 18
connect the diffuser through the volute (figure 2-1). Each block is then assigned to be
solved on one processor, in parallel with the others. The entire single-passage model
consists of just under 900, 000 nodes.
The grid itself uses a Chebyshev polynomial node distribution across most pas-
sages to improve the flow resolution in critical regions where flow quantities are ex-
pected to have large gradients (e.g. near solid surfaces, corners, blade-casing gap
regions). In regions that could not be modeled as channels, slightly different nodal
spacings were used to capture the same critical flow elements. Figure 2-2 shows an
example of such a distribution at the blunt trailing edge of the diffuser vanes. At the
channel exit the distribution is concentrated near the vane corners with dense spac-
ing relative to mid-channel, and in the wake of the vane a Chebyshev distribution
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is used. This is because reverse flow associated with vane trailing edge separation is
expected in this region and thus requires finer mesh to capture potentially important
flow details.
2.3.3 Boundary Conditions
Phase-Lag Approximation
In order to conserve computational resources, a phase lag approximation is used so
that only one blade passage per blade row needs to be modeled (one in the impeller,
one in the diffuser). The use of phase lag boundary conditions enables compressors
with spatially non-periodic ratios (greatest common factor is 1) of impeller blades to
diffuser vanes to be modeled adequately using a single passage rather than modifying
the geometry, using several passages, or using an entire annulus.
Solutions obtained from each time step of these single-passage simulations are
stored by TURBO and used to update the passage boundary conditions in a tem-
porally accurate manner based on the relative positions of the adjacent blades. In a
full simulation this data would be obtained by simply passing the current data across
the circumferential interface for each passage in the annulus. The result of using
this approximation on a single passage grid is an immense savings in computational
resources and thus an increase in the number of data points that can be analyzed
with a given computer system. Barter and Chen,[13], showed that upwards of 70%
savings in computation time can be attained by using the phase lag approximation
with numerical results that are quantitatively similar to those of full simulations.
The underlying assumption of this method is that the effect of spatial periodicity
on unsteadiness is of much lower order than that of temporal periodicity. Simulating a
single passage means that the phase lag approximation will not capture any unsteadi-
ness in the flow field caused by frequencies below that of the blade passing frequency.
Such a condition may exist if there are large separated regions or vortex shedding at
frequencies different than multiples of the blade passing frequency. This limitation
of phase lag is not expected to be a problem for this study since the impeller blades
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and diffuser vanes are smooth, and therefore not likely to cause massive flow separa-
tion in the region of the impeller trailing edge/diffuser leading edge, and because the
simulation will be conducted at the operating point the CC3 was designed for.
Inlet Conditions
Conditions at the inlet of the computational domain are specified in the TURBO
inputs using data taken from physical rig experiments of the CC3. Profiles of the
stagnation temperature and stagnation pressure from the centerline of rotation to
the outer radius of the impeller inlet are specified at eighteen points. During the
simulation, these inlet stagnation profiles are held constant by TURBO. Plots of the
profiles with radius can be seen in figure 2-3. The radial and tangential flow angles
at the inlet are 18◦.
To begin the simulation, an initial Mach number ofM = 0.15 is specified through-
out the domain. As the impeller angular velocity is increased to 100% of the design
speed, the inlet Mach number is allowed to fluctuate to a new value.
Exit Conditions
At the exit of the computational domain, the static pressure is specified and ad-
justed to maintain the desired mass flow rate through the compressor. The boundary
condition used corresponds to characteristic subsonic flow.
2.3.4 Post Processor
The solutions from TURBO are given in five nondimensional flow quantities indicated
in table 2.1. From these five quantities, all pertinent flow variables can be computed.
Several FORTRAN routines were modified for this task from a baseline code written
largely by A.D. Villanueva [14] and B.B. Botros [15]. To obtain average performance
values, additional scripts were written that can time average, mass average, area
average, and mixed out average any flow quantity at any streamwise location over an
arbitrary number of timesteps. Flow quantities that were not readily produced from
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the five flow variables were extracted via a series of subroutines, several of which were
the product of other generous researchers. Calculation of the dissipation function
(equation 2.34) is done using a subroutine written by J. Adamczyk and B.B. Botros.
Important grid dimensions, distances and areas were gathered with a routine from J.
Adamczyk.
Since phase lag solutions presume that the flowfield is periodic with respect to
the blade passing frequency, reconstruction of the full annulus flow field is possible by
arranging the individual passage solutions in the correct manner. The post-processor
used in this study has the ability to do this using the method outlined in [16]. Visu-
alization of the post-processed data was done using routines written in MATLAB.
2.4 Code Validation
To determine the suitability of TURBO for use in this study, the overall performance
parameters produced by TURBO for the as-designed geometry and using the phase
lag approximation have been evaluated versus experimental data. The post processor
described above is then compared to the performance parameters produced by the
TURBO-generated performance file to ensure consistency. Figure 2-4 shows the speed
lines taken at 80% and 100% corrected speed from TURBO and from the experimen-
tal rig test from [2]. The accuracy in both cases is within 5% of experiment for a given
pressure ratio, but more importantly the trends are similar and consistent. Since this
study is concerned with variations in performance with different levels of interaction,
the precision of the relative trend is of greater significance than the absolute accuracy.
As Smythe’s data demonstrated, the corrected mass flows produced by TURBO are
consistently several percentage points higher than rig values for a given back pressure
[17]. Similarly, the phase lag results provided in [13] over estimate the mass flow by
just over 1% while maintaining good accuracy relative to full annulus simulations.
Referencing these other studies, the slightly higher mass flows seen in these results
are typical of TURBO and therefore not of concern to the outcome of the experiment.
A thorough investigation of TURBO phase lag results versus physical experiment
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is conducted in [18] for a compression system near stall. The study shows that
the spatially accurate predictions of TURBO are well within the physical measure-
ment uncertainties, indicating TURBO’s suitability for use in compressor applications
where detailed examination of the flow field is important to achieving the research
goals.
The accuracy of the dissipation routine introduced in section 2.3.4 is a central
concern here because the expected behavior is so dependent on localized mixing and
entropy generation effects. The consistency of TURBO’s results has been evalu-
ated versus physical experiments both here and in other studies. Because of this,
there is reasonable confidence in the entropy rise as calculated from TURBO’s state-
dependent variables. The dissipation routine is then tested by comparing the time
averaged change in entropy through the compressor to the sum of the dissipation cal-
culated over all elements in the computational grid. Because the dissipation routine
calculates entropy generation at each cell, the accuracy of the integrated dissipation
will give us insight into the accuracy of TURBO’s flow solutions at the single-cell
level. At the impeller exit, the mean discrepancy for all cases is less than 0.6%. The
discrepancy between the integrated dissipation function and the entropy values cal-
culated with state-variables are displayed in table 2.2. The quantities are calculated
from the domain inlet to either the impeller exit or the diffuser exit.
The availability of this tool allows us to determine where entropy production,
and therefore performance loss, is high within the compressor and how it changes
with varying levels of interaction. Also, the agreement of the integrated dissipation
with the state-calculated entropy suggests that the flow quantities of TURBO at the
single-cell level are adequate for calculating changes in pertinent flow quantities. This
assertion is especially true for the impeller, where the discrepancy is low and where
we expect the important performance changes to occur.
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2.5 Design of Computational Experiment
Accomplishing the stated research objectives relies on an experimental design that
isolates the desired effect from other possible performance altering factors. To meet
these objectives requires that a solid experimental foundation is laid that is both
simple and analytically robust so that clear conclusions can be drawn. The second
goal of this research, as laid out in section 1.3, is to substantiate and prove the
hypothesis put forward by Murray, [8], for this specific compressor. The following
sections detail the experimental design and highlight the physical reasoning that
guides each decision.
2.5.1 Gap-to-Pitch Ratio
It was hypothesized by Murray, [8], that the gap to pitch ratio of a centrifugal com-
pressor is the characteristic parameter governing the level of interaction between the
impeller and diffuser. This can be understood by considering a simplified model in
which the flow is considered to be irrotational. In this scenario it follows that each of
the diffuser vanes produce a potential field whose influence would extend upstream.
As this potential field reaches the impeller the pressure fields, and therefore the ve-
locity fields, are altered, resulting in performance change. The extent to which the
potential field nonuniformity influences upstream flow is dependent upon the charac-
teristic spacing of the vanes, since Laplace’s equation does not have an intrinsic length
scale. Here, this spacing is identified as, S
D
, the diffuser vane pitch. Greitzer, [19],
solved the two dimensional equations of continuity and momentum for the upstream
pressure perturbations of an infinite rectilinear cascade to find the solution in terms
of a Fourier series,
p′(x, y) = p′(0, 0)
∞∑
k=−∞,k 6=0
e
„
2pi|k|x
S
D
«
e
„
2piiky
S
D
«
(2.1)
where the origin is taken to be at the blade leading edge, the y direction defined
parallel to the row of blades, and x as the distance downstream of the blade leading
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edge. The term p′(0, 0) indicates the initial pressure disturbance produced at the
origin.
The use of this rectilinear cascade approximate a circular blade row (i.e. the
vaned diffuser of a centrifugal compressor) is appropriate for ratios of the gap length
to diffuser leading edge radius much less than unity. For the CC3 this ratio is:
G/r
DLE
= 0.07. This value is small enough that the physical scaling of the problem
should be captured by the rectilinear cascade model of Greitzer. 1
The second exponential term on the right hand side of equation 2.1 reflects the
spatial periodicity of the pressure perturbation along the blade row, and has no effect
on the amplitude. Therefore, the scaling of the problem does not depend on this term
and it will be considered a constant equal to one.
Since performance changes will be measured within the impeller it is most relevant
to measure the strength of unsteadiness propagating upstream at the boundary of the
impeller, that is, at the trailing edge. Substituting the location of the impeller trailing
edge relative to the origin, x = −G, into equation 2.1, yields an expression for the
amplitude of the unsteadiness at the impeller trailing edge:
p′(−G, 0) = p′(0, 0)e−
2piG
S
D (2.2)
The characteristic ratio of the impeller-diffuser gap, G, to diffuser pitch, S
D
, ap-
pears here from this simple analysis. This result is the physical basis for the hypothesis
put forth by Murray.
In deriving this equation no discussion of propagation rate is given. The distur-
bances felt upstream should depend on the decay rate with distance and time, which
in turn should be related to the difference of the local speed of sound, a, and the flow
velocity, v. In the rectilinear model, the important dimension for upstream influence
is −x, but in a centrifugal compressor it is the relationship between these two veloc-
ities in the radial direction that is important when considering upstream influence.
1The corresponding solution for a centrifugal compressor would result in a modified Bessel func-
tion that would be expected to capture a similar exponential scaling between the gap and pitch
length scales. For the purposes of the current investigation, the rectilinear approximation is deemed
adequate.
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As shown in Appendix A, the use of the acoustic approximation yields:
p′(−G, 0) = p′(0, 0)e
− 2pi„√
1−M2r
« G
S
D
(2.3)
As the radial Mach number increases, pressure disturbances travel in the upstream-
radial direction more slowly, allowing for greater disturbance decay prior to reaching
the impeller. This effect can be interpreted as the radial Mach number in equation
2.3 stretching the gap length, G, effectively increasing the gap to pitch ratio, G/S
D
.
Since this Mach related effect only retards the disturbance propagation in the direc-
tion opposite to the flow, the resulting pressure isobars should be skewed accordingly.
Figure 2-5 shows the effect of this anisotropic propagation at the diffuser inlet of the
CC3, G/S
D
= 0.28. This result shows that for different radial Mach numbers, which
can occur due to changes in mass flow as well as from compressor to compressor, the
exponential decay rate will be altered, causing a corresponding shift in the amplitude
of the pressure perturbation felt at the impeller trailing edge.
Note that nothing has been said about the form of the coefficient p′(0, 0) in equa-
tion 2.2. The strength of this term is set largely by the blade shape and aerodynamic
loading, which are controllable factors during design. Therefore, we assume that in
seeking the optimum diffuser performance care is taken to adjust parameters so that
the perturbation strength (incidence angle, (Λ − α)
DLE
, and Mach number, M
DLE
,
etc.) remains invariant. When comparing compressors with different diffuser designs,
or at different operating points, it may be important to understand how the p′(0, 0)
changes this influence. With this assumption, the propagation of the disturbance is
then recognized as being of primary importance and not its magnitude. From an
examination of equation 2.3 it is seen that this disturbance propagation is governed
by the scaling ratio G
(
√
1−M2r,ITE)SD
.
In practice, the decay of the propagation will change since the radial Mach number
varies as the flow diffuses out of the impeller. However, if the radial Mach number is
consistently evaluated at the impeller trailing edge, Mr,ITE , the exponent of equation
2.3 should provide a relative scaling between different flow rates and different com-
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pressor designs and would serve as a useful initial indicator of impeller unsteadiness
levels.
2.5.2 Selection of Gap-to-Pitch Ratios
To meet the goals stated in section 1.3, it is desired to match the time averaged
performance by changing the gap length where previous studies altered the diffuser
pitch. It is also a goal of this study to elucidate the performance trend as a function
of G/S
D
ratio. Doing this requires that data points be selected so as to isolate the
effects associated with a change in G/S
D
ratio as well as ensuring the feasibility of
constructing an effective experiment to examine them. The data gathered by Shum [3]
and Murray [8], seen in figure 2-6, suggests that there may be a peak in performance
near G/S
D
= 0.5. In these plots, the vaneless case has arbitrarily been assigned a
value of G/S
D
= 1. In order to substantiate the hypothesis that, as far as performance
is concerned, changing the gap length is analogous to changing the diffuser pitch, a
data point at G/S
D
= 0.4 is selected to which the result can be compared to Murray’s
data point for which he varied the diffuser pitch. To achieve the goal of more clearly
defining the behavior of the trend in the peak region, G/S
D
= 0.6 is selected.
Impeller Tip Adjustment
The first attempt to modify the CC3 for this application was directed at lengthening
or shortening the impeller blades in the radial direction, thereby changing the G/S
D
ratio through the gap length, G. The effect of such a geometry change on performance
was found using the Euler Turbine Equation, equation 2.4.
∆ht = Ω(rITEvtan,ITE − rILEvtan,ILE) (2.4)
With the inlet conditions prescribed as in section 2.3.3 and the impeller exit quantities
found using empirical relations and the impeller geometry, it was found that the work
input would decrease by 8.00% to reach G/S
D
= 0.4. If the impeller was limited to
a ±1% change in impeller radius, corresponding to a ∆G/S
D
of a mere 0.035, the
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change in work would be ∼ 2.3%. Through Gibb’s equation and the equation of
state the change in stagnation enthalpy from Euler’s equation can be related to the
change in stagnation pressure. When this is done we find that, even when limiting
the increase or reduction in the impeller tip radius to ±1%, the stagnation pressure
ratio from impeller inlet to exit will differ by ∼ 2.7% from the current CC3 geometry.
From the results of previous work seen in figure 2-6, it is clear that we are looking for
changes in stagnation pressure on the order of 1 − 2%. If changes due to geometry
alone account for a performance gain/reduction greater than that due to interaction,
no conclusion would be able to be drawn. This analysis shows that the option of
increasing or reducing the impeller tip is not a suitable approach for use in this
investigation. Because the impeller is so sensitive to this small modification, this
finding is suggestive that changes to the impeller are analogous to using an entirely
different compressor. Any adjustment made to the impeller is likely to have such a
large effect on the performance that the subtle changes important to most studies
may be overshadowed. Therefore, for the selected objectives of this study, we assert
that the impeller that defines the identity of a compressor and it is the impeller to
which the diffuser must be designed to match. The key results of the tip-lengthening
analysis are included in table 2.3.
Diffuser Vane Adjustment
Achieving the target G/S
D
ratios must now be accomplished through modification
of the diffuser and without varying vane-count as previous studies have done. This
is accomplished by moving the individual vanes outward, but several complicating
factors must be accounted for.
The first of these is the role of swirl angle, or equivalently the average diffuser
vane incidence angle, on diffuser performance. Since the role of the diffuser is to
convert the kinetic energy added by the impeller into a rise in static pressure, its key
performance parameter is the coefficient of pressure recovery,
CPRD =
p
DTE
− p
DLE
ptDLE − pDLE
(2.5)
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which is a ratio of the achieved static pressure rise to the ideal static pressure rise
across the diffuser. This static pressure rise is obtained by a decrease in overall flow
velocity. Component-wise, the radial velocity is reduced by an increase in radial flow
area and the circumferential velocity is reduced by a torque applied by the diffuser
vanes. The principal factor in determining this pressure rise is the ratio of flow areas
between the channel inlet and exit, although compressibility effects play a role as
evidenced by equation 2.11, below. In vaned diffusers this area ratio is determined
exclusively by the swirl angle at the diffuser leading edge as shown in figure 2-7. For
high swirl angles (measured from the radial), A
DLE
is small, leading to large area
ratios and large static pressure increases. In the CC3 the diffuser length is sufficient
to align the flow with the channel at the diffuser exit and therefore the area, A
DTE
,
is unchanging with inlet swirl angle. To determine the dependence of the pressure
ratio on the swirl angle and arrive at a one dimensional approximation, the flow is
assumed to be a lossless (inviscid, adiabatic) ideal gas. Integrating equation 2.6 from
the diffuser inlet (M
DLE
,A
DLE
) to the diffuser exit (M
DTE
,A
DTE
) yields equation 2.7.
dM2
M2
= −21 +
γ−1
2
M2
1−M2
dA
A
(2.6)
ln
A
DTE
A
DLE
=
1
2
[(
2
γ − 1 + 1
)
ln
(
1 +
γ − 1
2
M2
)
− lnM2
]M
DTE
M
DLE
(2.7)
Knowing the stagnation pressure and Mach number, the static pressure can be
found from the isentropic relation,
pt
p
=
(
1 +
γ − 1
2
M2
)γ/(γ−1)
(2.8)
With geometric data from the CC3 and inlet Mach set to M
DLE
= 0.80, the diffuser
performance using this approximation is plotted in figure 2-8. The results indicate
that the diffuser performance increases almost linearly with the swirl angle, and there-
fore the vane relative incidence angle, despite the area ratio having an exponential
dependence on flow angle. This is confirmed experimentally in [20] and [21] and
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computationally by [1]. From this it is clear that when the diffuser vanes are moved
radially outward to alter the G/S
D
ratio it is imperative that the angle of incidence
angle on the vanes is maintained. Similarly, since the pressure disturbance created by
the diffuser scales with the pressure loading across the diffuser vanes, an additional
benefit of keeping the incidence angle the same from case to case is that the change
in the term p′(0, 0) in equation 2.3 is minimized from case to case. Differences in this
term will then be dominated by the differences in flow Mach number at the diffuser
leading edge.
Changes in swirl angle with radius for a planar, isentropic, and uniform swirling
flow, which occur in the vaneless space between the impeller and diffuser, can be
quantified by examining equations 2.9 and 2.10 from Greitzer, et al [19].
dM2
M2
=
−2[1 + γ−1
2
M2]
1−M2cos2α
dr
r
(2.9)
dα =
[M2sin(2α)]/2
1−M2r
dr
r
(2.10)
When these equations are used in combination, the swirl angle at any radius can be
found for a known set of conditions at the impeller trailing edge. For the impeller exit
conditions of the CC3 at 100% Ns,corr the swirl angle is found at the radial locations
corresponding to G/S
D
= 0.4 and G/S
D
= 0.6. Using this, the new vane stagger
angle was set such that the predicted incidence angle matched that of the as-designed
(G/S
D
= 0.28) configuration. The result of the restaggering process can be seen
in table 2.4 and graphically in figure 2-9, which shows the projection of the channel
as viewed from above the radial plane. The details of this method can be found in
Appendix C.
As suggested earlier, the flow area through the compressor is of great importance
in creating new diffuser geometries to target these gap-to-pitch ratios. Not only area
ratio sets the overall static pressure recovery, but the streamwise flow area profile
through the compressor determines the Mach number, local static pressure, flow ve-
locity and boundary layer behavior. An expression can be found for the change of
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static pressure with area by combining the momentum equation with the continuity
equation for compressible flow,
dv
v
=
−dA/A
1−M2 with v dv =
−dp
ρ
yields⇒ dp
p
=
dA
A
γM2
1−M2 (2.11)
The factor of γM2/(1 −M2) due to compressibility means that as M → 1, even
small changes in area result in large changes in static pressure. Since the CC3 oper-
ates with transonic flow in the vaneless and semi-vaneless region, the streamwise area
profiles must be tailored carefully to ensure that static pressure disturbances from
case to case are due to the presence of vanes and not an unintended effect.
The restaggering of the vanes to account for variations in swirl angle was done by
modifying only the footprint of the diffuser channel. Here, maintaining the stream-
wise flow area profile is accomplished by varying the depth of the channel along its
length. The streamwise flow area profile of the as-designed diffuser (G/S
D
= 0.28)
was calculated from the original grid at 79 locations, and then used as a template
to create subsequent diffuser geometries. The appropriateness of this method was
verified by comparison with the vaneless geometry used by Skoch,[2], in his physical
rig study. Figure 2-10 shows the comparison of channel depth profiles for the vaneless
case. Since the footprints are identical, the similarity of the depth profiles means the
flow areas are also similar. The slight difference between the two profiles at the radial
location of 11 [in] is from the choice to approximate the experimental hub as being
linear with radius.
By designing the new diffuser geometries in the manner described above, any per-
formance change would be independent of flow area variations, altered flow angles, or
increased vane loading.
2.5.3 Selection of Test Condition
The experimental results presented by Ziegler, et al. [9] [10], suggest that the effect of
varying the radial gap on overall performance may depend on where the test-point lies
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on the pistage vs. m˙corr speed line (seen in figure 2-4). For this reason it is important
that we specify what values of corrected mass flow are to be examined and provide
justification for their selection. This study is primarily concerned with operation near
the design point, which is traditionally set through compromise of customer require-
ments for pi and m˙corr, the machine’s point of optimum ηstage and determination of
the required stall margin. This compromise is driven in large part by cost and offers
no quantifiable definition that can be applied consistently to compressors of all types.
Therefore, to be technically consistent and maintain the generality of our results, we
seek a new definition of the design point. In section 2.5.2 it was suggested that the
impeller defines the identity of the compressor and that a complementary diffuser
must be constructed to realize further improvements in performance. Therefore the
potential of any impeller can be assessed most effectively with the case of zero inter-
action using a vaneless diffuser.
A second constraint is required to specify the mass flow rate at the point of oper-
ation: either the stagnation pressure ratio, or the efficiency. Denton, [22], offers the
opinion that:
”Efficiency is probably the most important performance parameter for
most turbomachines... [because] a small change in the efficiency of ei-
ther component [compressor or turbine] causes a much larger proportional
change in the power output.”
Also, the pressure ratio often continues to increase right up to compressor stall, mean-
ing that no clear maximum or optimum point exists to which all cases can be con-
verged and stabilized in a numerical simulation. For that reason the stagnation pres-
sure ratio is not meaningful to employ as a constraint in this investigation. Following
this logic, the design point is chosen to be the corrected mass flow rate where the
maximum efficiency, ηstage, is obtained for a given impeller when it is coupled with a
vaneless diffuser at 100% corrected speed. 1
1Here the definition of corrected speed, Ns,corr, is assumed to be a given value that is set primarily
by turbine design limitations due to its high loading and thermal stresses.
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The rig data presented by Skoch et al, [2], shows a peak efficiency plateau occurring
between m˙corr = 4.56 − 4.74kgs . This data was then used to target the likely point
of peak efficiency in the TURBO simulation of the vaneless case. The results from
TURBO also show a plateau in the peak efficiency, seen in figure 2-11, therefore a
median value of m˙corr = 4.668
kg
s
was selected as the mass flow corresponding to a
peak efficiency value.
2.5.4 Convergence
The criteria for convergence of simulations using the phase-lag approximation is out-
lined in [16]. In this study the back pressure is adjusted in an iterative process to
reach the corrected mass flow specified in section 2.5.3. Of equal importance in estab-
lishing the test condition is determining the acceptable tolerance of corrected mass
flow to which all test cases must be converged on a time averaged basis. If too high a
tolerance is allowed, then perceived performance changes may be a result of changing
the operating point on the pistage vs. m˙corr or ηstage vs. m˙corr speed line and not due
to interaction related effects. Previous studies, including [8], have found ±1% of the
target mass flow to be an acceptable value for unknown reasons. Shum, [3], selected
this value, but verified post priori that the performance changes were not simply due
to mass flow variations.
The current hypothesis is predicated on detecting a change in stage stagnation
pressure ratio, pit,I , and stage efficiency, ηI as interaction level with the diffuser varies.
The chosen tolerance in corrected mass flow should produce changes in these quan-
tities several times smaller than the expected changes due to interaction in order to
properly resolve the changes due to interaction alone. The pressure and efficiency
data from the G/S
D
= 0.28 speed line (see figure 2-4) was used in conjunction with a
Laplacian interpolation polynomial to determine the tolerance at the target operating
point before the numerical experiment. Although this data is for the entire stage, it
is the best available option to determine the sensitivity a priori. As long as diffuser
performance remains similar from across the G/S
D
ratios tested, this approximation
will be adequate. Numerical results from previous experiments (figure 2-6) suggest
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we expect changes in pit,I of ∼ 2%. To capture changes of this magnitude we set our
allowable range of pit,I to less than 0.6% of the pressure ratio, resulting in a corrected
mass flow tolerance of ±0.01 kg
s
.
Due to the periodic nature of the mass flow with time, it is possible for this
time averaged value to be within the tolerance yet have the peak amplitude lie well
outside the tolerance window. To prevent this, an additional criterion is included that
requires the standard deviation of each vaned case to be less than that of the vaneless
case. Convergence of the vaneless case itself is considered to be achieved when the
time averaged performance is invariant over the previous one, three, and five impeller
revolutions. With all of these considerations, the new technical definition laid out
above specifies the design point to be:
m˙
t
corr,design = 4.668± 0.01
kg
s
and Ns,corr = 21789 rpm (Ω = 363.15 rad/s)
(2.12)
By comparison, a ±1% tolerance in the corrected mass flow could result in a
pressure ratio variation of ±3.5%, too large to isolate the effect of interaction. The
results of studies conducted using the CC3 with tolerances of this magnitude are
therefore interpreted with caution.
Speed lines from Ziegler’s data, [9], and the CC3 specific data from Skoch, [2], show
a general flattening trend as increasing gap distance, G, opens the diffuser throat and
raises the mass flow at which choking occurs. This means that the tolerance found for
G/S
D
= 0.28 represents the smallest required tolerance for the cases being examined
and satisfies the tolerances for all larger gap to pitch ratios.
The precision and accuracy at which the results were obtained relative to the
design point are displayed in table 2.5.
2.6 Performance Metrics
This section outlines the methods used to evaluate and quantify performance changes
between the four geometric configurations.
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2.6.1 Averaging Methods
To characterize the flow across an arbitrary plane or region by a single scalar or
vector quantity, some information about the flow is necessarily lost. The manner in
which this reduction of information is carried out is dependent on the eventual use
of the data, and so the end-use of the data must be considered prior to selecting an
appropriate averaging method and interpreting the results. The methods highlighted
here represent the methods used in the analysis to follow.
Area Averaging
Area averaged quantities are defined as:
Q
A
=
∫
A
QdA∫
A
dA
(2.13)
where the subscript, A, on the integral represents an integration over an arbitrary
surface. Area averaging a quantity is typically used when considering static pressures
acting on a surface, since the area integral of the pressure experienced at every point
is the net force on that surface. It should be noted that area averaging weights the
quantity, Q, the same at every area element, dA.
Mass-flux Averaging
When average quantities of extensive properties are desired over a surface, A, it is
necessary to weight the property by the amount of mass flowing through the region,
dA. The ’weighting’ of the mass-flux averaging method represents the extensive
properties of the flow in a more accurate manner than simple area averaging. Mass-
flux averaging an arbitrary quantity, Q is defined as:
Q
M
=
∫
A
Qdm˙∫
A
dm˙
(2.14)
Flux dependent quantities such as entropy, velocity, stagnation pressure and stag-
nation temperature are mass averaged when their average value is desired. Intensive
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quantities (generally static quantities) are not mass-flux averaged because, as Cump-
sty points out, ”a mass average of static pressure is not a meaningful quantity” [23].
Momentum-flux Averaging
Occassionally it is desired to find quantities based on the average momentum-flux of
the flow. When this is the case, the momentum-flux average of a quantity is used. It
is defined as:
Q
P
=
∫
A
Qv dm˙∫
A
v dm˙
(2.15)
When considering parameters that are driven by velocity as well as mass flux,
momentum-flux averaging is the appropriate method to use. Typically such pa-
rameters involve a need to assign an average direction to a flow field or to target
momentum-related quantities such as fluid impulse. For the blockage calculations of
section 2.6.2, the mean flow direction is defined using momentum averaging.
Mixed Out Averaging
Mixed out quantities are defined as those quantities that would exist if a given flow
field were allowed to mix freely, until all nonuniformities had been removed and the
pertinent flow variables could be characterized by a constant value across the channel.
Calculating these uniform values is most often conducted while holding the flow area
constant, as it is done here, but can also be conducted while holding the static pressure
constant. The mixed out averaging procedure used here solves the following equations
to yield the relevant quantities in a three dimensional, compressible, and rotating
reference frame.
∫
A
ρw (wˆ · nˆ) dA = ρXAX
(
wˆ
X · nˆ
)
= m˙ (2.16)
∫
Ax
pdAx +
∫
A
ρw (wˆ · nˆ)wx dA = pXAXx + m˙wXx (2.17)
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∫
Ay
pdAy +
∫
A
ρw (wˆ · nˆ)wy dA = pXAXy + m˙wXy (2.18)
∫
Az
pdAz +
∫
A
ρw (wˆ · nˆ)wz dA = pXAXz + m˙wXz (2.19)
1
m˙
∫
A
ρw (wˆ · nˆ)Tt dA = TX + 1
2 cp
[(
wXx
)2
+
(
wXy − Ωz
)2
+
(
wXz + Ωy
)2]
(2.20)
p = ρRT (2.21)
This last equation is the perfect gas equation of state, and is used to remove the
static temperature variable from equation 2.20. When the integrals on the left hand
side of these equations are found from the numerical results, they can be solved to
yield a quadratic for each of the components of relative velocity, ~w = [wx wy wz].
One set of solutions is not physical, and therefore cannot be correct. The other allows
the rest of the mixed out conditions to be found. Although mixing rarely occurs to
completion, the mixed out properties provide an upper bound from which the effects
of mixing on the flow variables in question can be understood.
Time Averaging
For cases where it is desired to examine the general trends of the flow field over a
period of time, the unsteady solutions are averaged with:
Q
t
=
∑m
i=1Q
m
(2.22)
Where m represents the number of time steps over which the quantity is to be aver-
aged. In general, m is defined such that an integer number of blade passing periods
is covered and such that each time step within that passing period is averaged with
equal weight. A summation sign is used to highlight the discrete nature of the solu-
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tion files.
When flow quantities are time averaged, the process is represented with the inte-
gral:
Q
t
=
∫ t
0
Qdt
t
(2.23)
Time averaging is commutative with the other physical parameter based averaging
methods.
2.6.2 Loss, Blockage and Slip
Shum’s analysis of performance variations due to unsteady impeller-diffuser interac-
tion focused on changes within the impeller only, as he found the changes there to be
seven times more significant than those in the diffuser [3]. The parameters that he
identified as major contributors to changes in impeller performance are:
• Loss
• Blockage
• Slip
He found that as the radius ratio of the diffuser leading edge to the impeller trailing
edge decreased, the amount of slip and blockage were reduced, while loss generation
increased. His results suggest that an optimum placement exists where the balance
of these competing effects yield a peak in performance. To explain these changes,
a modified version of the Euler Turbine Equation, 2.24, was linearized with respect
to the independent variables, s and vtan. The result is equation 2.25 for changes in
stagnation pressure and equation 2.26 for changes in static pressure.
pt,ITE
pt,ILE
=
[
1 +
vtan,ITE(rITE × Ω)
cpTt,ILE
]γ/(γ−1)
exp (−(s
ITE
− s
ILE
)/R) (2.24)
∆ptITE
ptITE
= c| A
(
∆Aeff
Aeff
)
+ c| s
(
∆s
ITE
cp
)
+ c| α (−∆α) (2.25)
∆p
ITE
p
ITE
= c| A˜
(
∆Aeff
Aeff
)
+ c| s˜
(
∆s
ITE
cp
)
(2.26)
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The coefficients c| A and c| A˜, c| s and c| s˜, and c| α represent the coefficients of effective
area (blockage), entropy generation (loss), and swirl angle (slip), respectively. In
the following subsections the coefficients of the linearized model and their physical
insights will be discussed as they pertain to the investigation at hand.
Slip
Ideally, the flow angle at the impeller trailing edge would match the blade angle. In
reality there is a discrepancy between these two angles due to the effects of being
in a rotating reference frame. As the flow nears the impeller exit, the pressures
across the channel begin to equalize such that the pitchwise pressure gradient at
the impeller trailing edge is significantly less than higher in the passage (similar to
the Kutta Condition). As the pressure gradient from the pressure surface to suction
surface decreases, the effect of the Coriolis force (2w × Ω) tends the flow in the
direction opposite that of rotation. Because this phenomenon is an effect of the
passage rotation, inviscid models, such as that in Greitzer, et al [19], are able to well
describe the behavior. Referring to the Euler turbine equation, equation 2.4, it can be
seen that an increase in the impeller relative flow angle due to slip means a decrease
in the circumferential velocity and a decrease in the associated work input of the
compressor. Since we have chosen to restrict geometric modification to the diffuser,
any change in the slip must be due to the presence of the diffuser vanes downstream
of the impeller. Shum’s linearized model defined the slip influence coefficient to be:
c| α =
(
1
tanα
)(
γ
γ − 1
)(
vtan,ITE(rITE × Ω)
cpTt,ILE + vtan,ITE(rITE × Ω)
)
0 (2.27)
Since 0◦ ≤ α ≤ 90◦, and vtan,ITE(rITE×Ω) > 0, c| α will be greater than zero. Therefore,
slip should be reduced as much as possible to maximize the stagnation pressure rise.
Blockage
Flow area reduction in internal flows means increased core velocity and a correspond-
ing decrease in pressure rise capability. Khalid, [24], showed that performance changes
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cannot be explained by losses and average flow speed alone, and that effective flow
area reduction must be accounted for. To do this we must find an expression for the
term ∆Aeff in equations 2.25 and 2.26, where blockage and effective area are related
by:
1−B = Aeff
Ageometric
(2.28)
From the definition of blockage, as expressed in [24], only the component of the
velocity in the mean flow direction contributes to the value of B. In two dimensions
the integral relation for blockage is the displacement thickness: the difference in flow
area needed to pass the same mass flow when comparing inviscid and viscous flows.
For compressible flows this is defined as:
δ∗ =
∫ yE
0
(
1− ρ vx
ρE vE
)
dy (2.29)
where the subscript ′E ′ denotes quantities evaluated at the edge of the boundary layer
(beginning of core flow region), δ and x is in the direction of the free-stream.
The methods that others have developed for blockage quantification in three-
dimensions are deemed either too cumbersome or too arbitrarily defined for appli-
cation to centrifugal compressors. Therefore an alternative method for quantifying
relative changes in blockage is offered which is shown to be similar to, and more
rigorous and precise than Murray’s method. The derivation and evaluation of this
method can be found in Appendix B. The resulting expression is:
∆Aeff
Aactual
=
m˙
Aactual
(
ρwt,Υ|
caseX
− ρwt,Υ|
ref
ρwt,Υ|
caseX
ρwt,Υ|
ref
)
(2.30)
where the quantities ρwΥ are the products of ρ and w in the core region of the pas-
sage. These ’core quantities’ are calculated across a passage by time and momentum
averaging the quantity ρ ~w. The momentum average is weighted by the terms with
the gradient and Laplacian of velocity in order to capture the value of ρ ~w in the core
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region more accurately. In explicit form, this averaging method is:
ρwΥ
core
=
∫
A
ρ ~w2
MFD
(
1− |∇~w||∇~w|max
)(
1− |∇
2 ~w|
|∇2 ~w|max
)
dm˙∫
A
~w
MFD
(
1− |∇~w||∇~w|max
)(
1− |∇2 ~w||∇2 ~w|max
)
dm˙
(2.31)
Using this to find an appropriate estimation of (ρw)|core , equation 2.30 can then
be used directly to find the associated quantity needed for Shum’s one-dimensional
performance model. The blockage coefficients, as defined by Shum, are:
c| A =
[
γ ((r
ITE
× Ω)− vtan,ITE)
(γ − 1)vtan,ITE
](
1
1−M2rel,ITE
)(
vtan,ITE(rITE × Ω)
cpTt,ILE + vtan,ITE(rITE × Ω)
)
(2.32)
c| A˜ =
−γM2rel,ITE
1−M2rel,ITE
> 0 (2.33)
Loss
A measure of the lost work is determined by the product of entropy generated from
irreversible processes with an appropriately selected temperature. Throughout the
compressor, regions of high entropy production indicate the location and intensity of
lost work, and therefore efficiency reduction. For adiabatic flow, the rate of entropy
generation per unit volume can be found from:
ρ
Ds
Dt
=
1
T
τij
∂ui
∂xj
+
k
T 2
(
∂T
∂xi
)2
(2.34)
where τij is the stress tensor, k is the thermal conductivity, and xi is the spatial
coordinate vector. This equation for the rate of entropy generation is commonly
known as the dissipation function, and will be referred to as such.
From inspection of the terms of equation 2.34, it can be seen that entropy is
generated from gradients in static temperature and velocity. Flow through the small
gap between the blade tip and the casing is one such region of high entropy production
in centrifugal compressors. This blade leakage flow acts as a jet entering the impeller
channel, producing large shear leading to high viscous losses. As Murray’s research
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suggests, increased levels of interaction have a pronounced effect on the strength of the
blade leakage flow, and thus on the entropy produced. The numerical integration of
equation 2.34 will allow us to compare the regions of entropy generation and identify
the processes that are leading to improved or reduced performance. It is possible
for the location of entropy production to be well downstream of where the velocity
nonuniformity was introduced, making identification of the origins of performance
loss difficult. This potential for loss does not appear in the dissipation function until
it mixes out downstream. The use of mixed out averaging allows us to evaluate
where the nonuniformity that potentially leads to loss is introduced and determine
the maximum effect of such sources. The loss coefficients for the linearized one-
dimensional performance prediction model are:
c| s = − (1 + c| A)
(
γ
γ − 1
)
< 0 (2.35)
c| s˜ = − (1 + c| A˜)
(
γ
γ − 1
)
< 0 (2.36)
2.7 Summary
The technical framework that is used to achieve the goals stated in section 1.3 has
been presented in this chapter. The background and important characteristics of
the research compressor that has been selected for use were explained as well as the
definition and justification of the operating point used. The numerical solver MSU
TURBO used to model the CC3 compressor was described in section 2.3.1. The phase-
lag approximation it uses to reduce computational resources has been explained, and
the results of using TURBO to model the CC3 with this approximation have been
validated.
Section 2.5 details how the computational experiment was designed. The selection
process of the four gap to pitch ratios, including the vaneless case (which serves as
the control case and the case by which performance changes were normalized), was
delineated as well as the methods by which the geometric modifications were made.
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The second half of this chapter has been an overview of the performance metrics
that will be used to analyze the flow data after it has been deemed converged by
the criteria of section 2.5.4. This overview has covered the methods used to average
pertinent flow quantities as well as the metrics of loss blockage and slip, and how they
are accounted for in Shum’s linearized model for impeller performance change.
The following chapters use the numerical results obtained using the approach that
has been outlined here to achieve the goals stated in section 1.3.
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Figure 2-1: Single passage computational domain, G/S
D
= 0.28 arrangement shown
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Figure 2-2: Example of node distribution profile at the diffuser trailing edge. Channel
exit resides between values of 0 and 0.65 . The vane trailing edge distribution extends
from 0.65 to 1.
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Figure 2-3: Radial profiles of stagnation pressure and stagnation temperature at the
computational domain inlet. pref = 101325 [Pa], Tref = 288.15 [K]
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Figure 2-4: Comparison of TURBO results with experiment at 80% and 100% cor-
rected speed
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, in CC3 diffuser.
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Output Variable Definition
Q1 p
ρrefv
2
ref
Q2 ρ
ρref
Q3 ρu
ρrefvref
Q4 ρv
ρrefvref
Q5 ρw
ρrefvref
Table 2.1: Output flow quantities from TURBO
G/S
D
Impeller Trailing Edge Diffuser Trailing Edge
V C 0.14% 1.60%
0.28 0.54% 4.81%
0.40 0.73% 0.15%
0.60 0.90% 5.79%
Table 2.2: Discrepancy between entropy rise calculated by integrating the dissipation
function to that calculated using state-variables. Quantities expressed are evaluated
from the computational domain inlet to the location specified
G/S
D
∆r
ITE
,(%) ∆W ,(%) ∆Pt,(%)
0.20 2.24 5.41 6.19
0.24 1.00 2.39 2.71
0.28 0 0 0
0.31 −1.00 −2.37 −2.64
0.40 −3.41 −8.00 −8.69
Table 2.3: Summary of estimated performance changes due to growth/shrinkage in
impeller tip radius. Calculated using known flow conditions in the CC3 impeller.
G/S
D
r
DLE
[m] Λ
0.28 0.2882 80.30◦
0.40 0.2984 80.58◦
0.60 0.3168 80.94◦
Table 2.4: Summary of vane stagger angle and leading edge radius with gap to pitch
ratio
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Figure 2-6: Performance data across impeller as a function of G/S
D
with current
G/S
D
targets highlighted
G/S
D
m˙
t
corr,design σ (m˙corr,design)× 10−4 [kg/s]
V C 4.667 [kg/s] 5.4
0.28 +0.19% 3.9
0.40 +0.09% 3.2
0.60 −0.02% 1.9
Table 2.5: Achieved corrected mass flow tolerances for all cases
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Figure 2-7: A qualitative representation of area change with swirl angle at diffuser
leading edge (adapted from [1])
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Figure 2-8: Area ratio and coefficient of pressure recovery as functions of flow angle
using one-dimensional diffuser model
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Figure 2-9: Vertical projection of diffuser vanes for G/S
D
= 0.28, 0.4, 0.6
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Figure 2-10: Comparison of computational vaneless diffuser depth with experimental
rig set up from Skoch,[2]
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Figure 2-11: Comparison of the time-averaged TURBO results compared to those of
the physical experiment conducted by Skoch, [2]. Stage stagnation pressure ratio and
adiabatic efficiency shown
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Chapter 3
Results
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the findings of the computational experiment and quantifies
them on a time averaged and unsteady basis. Since the work of Shum and Mur-
ray identifies the impeller as the component with the largest performance response
to impeller-diffuser interactions, it is the main focus of this chapter. The analyti-
cal framework that has been developed to address changes in the impeller is applied
to the time averaged data first. The trends and observations of the time averaged
investigation, combined with similar observations from Shum and Murray, point to
changes in the blade leakage flow as a key component to performance change. From
here the unsteady investigation begins followed by the development and use of meth-
ods to explain the observations gathered from the data. A more detailed summary
of each approach, time averaged and unsteady, is given at the start of the respective
sections.
The performance of the diffuser was not assessed because it was found that the
incidence angle on the diffuser vane varied by more than ∆ (Λ− α
DLE
) = 4◦ be-
tween cases. The tolerable range of time average incidence angles was estimated
to be ∆ (Λ− α
DLE
) ≤ 1◦ by the data from Phillips, [1]. Above this tolerance the
performance differences due to interaction could not be separated from performance
differences due to the change in loading, boundary layer behavior, or area ratio stem-
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ming from incidence angle change. This difficulty is addressed in greater detail in
Appendix D.
3.2 Time Averaged Effects
Introduction
To interpret the changes found in the time averaged data, three approaches will be
used. The first method is examination of the time and mass averaged performance
quantities over the impeller: stagnation pressure ratio and efficiency. The change in
time average performance is assessed against the hypothesized trend based on gap
to pitch ratio as well as in terms of the time and mass averaged loss profile through
the compressor. The difference in loss through the compressor should closely match
the trend in efficiency as well as identifying streamwise locations of high loss. Next,
impeller channel cross sections (normal to the flow) of entropy production will be
examined to identify where in the channel the regions of high entropy production
occur (e.g. near the casing, on the pressure side of the blade). These plots of entropy
production, or dissipation, will be compared to the vaneless case to highlight differ-
ences attributed to interaction effects, and then to similar plots from Shum to gauge
the relative magnitude of changes in dissipation due to the effects of impeller-diffuser
interaction. Lastly, the one dimensional model developed by Shum will be used to
determine the performance change based on the current results. Its effectiveness in
estimating the stagnation pressure ratio using the computational data will be evalu-
ated for the CC3. From this estimation, the relative magnitude of the loss, blockage,
and slip terms will be used to identify which is producing the largest performance
change. Knowing this will help direct the areas of further investigation.
3.2.1 Time Averaged Performance
Once the simulations reach convergence, as defined in section 2.5.4, the solutions are
time averaged and evaluated for any macroscopic performance differences between
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cases. The key parameters, stagnation pressure ratio and efficiency, are normalized
and plotted across the impeller alongside the data from previous experiments (the hy-
pothesized universal curve) in figure 3-1. The differences observed here are displayed
numerically in table 3.1 along with other important performance parameters. The
changes observed here in the impeller efficiency and stagnation pressure ratio due to
interaction are well below those seen by the other studies. In fact, these changes are
below the tolerance specified in section 2.5.4 for which we can separate performance
changes due to interaction from those due to mass flow variation on the compressor
speedline. Therefore, given the operating conditions used in this study, no significant
performance change has occurred due to impeller-diffuser interaction in the CC3.
The plot of the time and mass averaged loss through the compressor domain,
shown in figure 3-2, supports this observation. In contrast to Shum and Murray’s
conclusions, the significant differences in loss occur in the diffuser and in the vaneless
region whereas entropy production in the impeller is not discernably different from
case to case.
It is expected that the unsteady pressure disturbance produced by the diffuser,
as viewed from the reference frame of the impeller, would cause noticeable changes
to the flow field. The reason why it does not result in time averaged performance
changes is the focus of the rest of this investigation.
3.2.2 Dissipation
The rate of entropy production not only determines the entropy flux at the impeller
exit, but also directly affects the impeller stagnation pressure ratio. We expect the
largest unsteadiness to be present at the impeller location nearest to the diffuser, as
equation 2.3 suggests, therefore the meridional plane of 99% impeller chord is chosen
for evaluation. Because the largest unsteadiness occurs here, the results from this lo-
cation will highlight the regions most influenced by interaction and provide an upper
bound on the dissipation changes due to interaction in the impeller.
Using equation 2.34, the rate of entropy production is time and volume averaged
so that comparison of entropy generation rates between cells of different volumes is
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meaningful. The difference in the local entropy production rate between the vaneless
case and each of the vaned cases is then taken at the meridional plane of 99% impeller
chord. These differences are then each normalized by the mean volumetric dissipation
across the vaneless case’s corresponding meridional plane. The result is a quantified
change in entropy production rates relative to the vaneless case (zero interaction), and
due to varying levels of interaction. Results for all cases are displayed in figure 3-4.
As a reference, the volumetric dissipation rate for the vaneless case itself,
T
ITE
S
I (ρ
Ds
Dt )
1
2
ρ
ITE
U3
,
is provided in figure 3-3.
The maximum and minimum values on the scale, 1 and −1, represent a 1x and
−1x change from the vaneless case, or 100%. To complement the graphical represen-
tation of dissipation, table 3.2 presents the maximum, minimum, mean, and standard
deviation values of the data for all cases. When these results are compared to the
equivalent calculations from Shum’s experiment, the current data falls an order of
magnitude below the values he observed. In the corner of the casing and suction sur-
face, he recorded peak values from 100x to 200x and saw extended regions of −4x to
−8x. The current data sees values which are much smaller, with maximums between
4x to 16x and extended regions of roughly −0.5x. Also, the values here occur in
small, isolated pockets whereas the regions of high relative dissipation extend across
significant portions of the channel pitch in Shum’s data. The figures from Shum are
provided in figure 3-5 for comparison.
These plots of time average dissipation relative to the vaneless case show that
changes in the blade leakage flow with increasing interaction do not dominate the
entropy production in the CC3. The change is so small that for the case of highest
interaction, G/S
D
= 0.28, the change in shear layer entropy generation near the walls
is of the same order of magnitude as that of the blade-leakage flow. This result, that
the change in dissipation of the blade leakage flow is not the primary change due
to interaction, is in contrast to the findings of Shum and Murray. Therefore, the
observed change in blade leakage dissipation due to interaction could be the cause of
the small changes in performance that the time averaged data shows.
To seek possible explanations for this unexpected behavior, we turn to the one
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dimensional model developed by Shum that identifies the individual contributions of
loss, blockage and slip to estimate stagnation pressure change. If the model captures
the performance trend of the time averaged data, the contribution of each term may
help identify the reason why no sizeable change in performance occurs with varying
degrees of interaction.
3.2.3 Application of Shum’s One Dimensional Model for Im-
peller Performance
Shum identified three primary factors that reflect changes in impeller performance
associated with interaction effects: loss, blockage and slip. A measure of each of
these should provide us some insight as to how interaction is affecting the impeller.
Table 3.3 shows the values from the present computations that are used in Shum’s
one-dimensional approximation. Evaluation of these quantities is conducted at the
impeller trailing edge plane. Unlike entropy and slip angle, no absolute blockage value
is calculated because the method used only quantifies relative changes. This method
is described in detail in Appendix B. These values are then applied to Shum’s one-
dimensional model along with the influence coefficients (see section 2.6.2), which are
calculated directly using quantities from the numerical solution.
The results from the one-dimensional model, figure 3-6, show that the trend is
qualitatively similar for the static and stagnation pressure with the exception of
G/S
D
= 0.40. Quantitatively, the difference between the two models is large, espe-
cially for the static pressure, and the difference increases with increasing interaction.
Such a large discrepancy between the results of the one-dimensional model and the
numerical simulation is not seen in Shum’s study [3]. This large discrepancy between
the results from TURBO and the one dimensional model might be a result of the small
magnitude of changes here relative to the performance changes in Shum’s experiment.
It is possible that when such small changes in performance exist, the coefficients of the
one dimensional model may need to be refined to more adequately reflect the changes
in slip, loss, and blockage. However, for the purposes of this study, it is deemed more
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important to determine the causality of the small performance changes.
Despite the quantitative discrepancies, the simplified model does capture the scal-
ing of stagnation pressure change between G/S
D
= 0.28, G/S
D
= 0.60, and the vane-
less case. Examination of the individual contributions of loss, blockage and slip to
the performance change estimated from the one dimensional model for these gap to
pitch ratios is then used to guide the next step of the investigation. Table 3.4 indi-
cates that the largest changes in stagnation pressure come from the blockage term for
G/S
D
= 0.60, and from the loss and blockage terms for G/S
D
= 0.28. Murray and
Shum found that these two effects are driven primarily by the unsteady characteris-
tics of flow leaking through the gap between the impeller blade and the casing. This
flow will henceforth be referred to as blade leakage flow, and quantities pertaining to
this flow through the blade-casing gap will have the subscript ”BCG”.
3.3 Unsteady Effects
Introduction
To determine whether the unsteady pressure field from the diffuser is propagating
into the impeller, and with what strength, we begin by characterizing the level of
unsteadiness in the impeller passage. We then look at whether or not this unsteadiness
translates into an unsteady blade loading and its corresponding blade leakage mass
flux, and compare these values to those seen in Shum’s study. Doing this reveals that
the ratio of unsteady amplitude to the time averaged value of blade leakage mass flux
is much higher for Shum; this ratio, ∆w
BCG
/wt
BCG
, is henceforth referred to as the
relative unsteadiness parameter.
At this point in the analysis it is decided to decompose the mixing out process
between the blade leakage flow and the main passage flow into two components: the
sudden expansion of the blade leakage flow, and the mixing of the main flow. Their
sum is equivalent to the mixing out process that would take place between these two
intersecting streams.
The first component is used to develop a simplified one dimensional model, based
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on the relative unsteadiness parameter, for estimating losses in the blade leakage fluid
due to unsteady velocity fluctuations. Application of this model shows that Shum’s
machine would yield additional loss due to unsteadiness in the blade leakage fluid
that is five to thirty percent of the steady-flow dynamic head larger than the CC3.
The second component employs a model developed by Denton, [22], that captures
the loss in the main passage fluid due to mixing, and does not account for loss in
the jet (blade leakage) fluid. Together these two components form what is henceforth
referred to as the ’loss potential model’.
The results of the loss potential model are compared to the mixed out results of
the computational flow field and found to adequately capture the loss potential in the
blade leakage region. Since we have shown that the dissipation in the blade leakage
region is not the dominant loss mechanism due to interaction for the passage cross
section in section 3.2.2, we compare the potential for loss in the blade leakage region
to the other regions of the passage cross section. This way, we can attribute the
source of loss potential to the region in which the flow nonuniformity is created even
if it convects to another region before mixing out. Carrying this analysis out, we find
that the loss potential in the blade leakage region is of the same magnitude as the
other cross sectional regions. With this knowledge we can say that changes in the
blade leakage flow due to unsteadiness neither have a strong effect on loss production
(dissipation) nor on the potential for loss. Thus, it can be concluded that changes
in blade leakage flow have a small effect on performance change due to interaction,
unlike what has been observed in previous studies.
3.3.1 Passage Unsteadiness
To determine the potential to which unsteady interaction effects may be altering
performance, specifically through the blade-casing gap, we must know the extent to
which the unsteady pressure field propagates into the impeller and its strength. To
quantify this the standard deviation of pressures through the centerline of the impeller
channel are plotted in figure 3-7 over one blade passing period for each gap to pitch
ratio. This will henceforth be referred to as the ’unsteadiness level’ in the impeller.
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It can be seen that the largest differences in unsteadiness occur in the last 10% of
the channel and the amplitude of unsteadiness scales with decreasing G/S
D
ratio.
This result indicates that we should expect some performance differences due to the
varying degrees of interaction.
When compared with the unsteadiness data from Shum, the unsteadiness level
for all of the present gap to pitch ratios is less than Shum’s G/S
D
= 0.50 case 1.
Although we have no configuration of G/S
D
= 0.50, the trend of our data would
indicates that it would lie between that of G/S
D
= 0.40 and G/S
D
= 0.60 at a
trailing edge value of just over 1% of the impeller exit dynamic head. This would
mean that the unsteadiness level in Shum’s impeller is five times larger than that
of the current study. An implication of this comparison is that the p′(0, 0) term
in equation 2.3, which characterizes the pressure disturbance at the diffuser leading
edge, may play an important role in setting the strength of interaction. The fact that
Shum’s observed performance changes with varying degrees of interaction are large,
and his passage unsteadiness is large, relative to the current study, is a similarity
worth noting. If the losses are shown to be driven by unsteadiness, then difference in
unsteadiness levels shown in figure 3-7 suggest that the p′(0, 0) term is an important
component to describing performance changes due to impeller-diffuser interaction and
should not be omitted in any hypothesis to predict its effects.
3.3.2 Blade Leakage Loading and Mass Flux Profiles
With this established we now move to examine the effects of this unsteadiness on the
flow in the region of the blade-casing gap. Because of the circumferentially periodic
nature of the pressure fluctuations we expect there to be a loading and unloading
of the impeller blades as they encounter each pressure front. The loading across the
splitter blade in the blade-casing gap region is plotted in figure 3-8 over one blade
passing, at three streamwise locations, for all cases. The blade loading completes one
1Shum states that his unsteadiness quantification uses the ”[root means square] time fluctuation
of static pressure”. This method is equivalent to the standard deviation of pressure used here, if the
root mean square of the pressure perturbation, (p− p) is used.
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cycle over the time of one blade passing, confirming that the unsteadiness is primarily
due to the influence of the downstream diffuser vanes.
Two aspects to note are that the amplitude of the unsteady loading diminishes
with distance upstream from the impeller trailing edge, and that the mean loading
value increases with distance upstream from the impeller trailing edge. The decrease
in unsteady amplitude is understood to be a result of the exponential decay as implied
in equation 2.3. The explanation for the mean loading decrease toward the trailing
edge can be viewed as an effect similar to the Kutta-condition: no static pressure
gradient can exist across the straight streamlines leaving the sharp trailing edge.
Since the static pressure must be continuous, an adjustment region must occur on
the blades where the loading decreases toward the trailing edge. However, since the
flow is not steady the Kutta-condition requirement that the stagnation point lie at
the sharp trailing edge does not hold and a net loading is possible. Evidence of this
is offered in Murray’s identification of what he calls ”tip flow back leakage”, where
the stagnation point no longer resides at the blade tip but on the suction side of the
blade, leading to increased circulation and loading [8].
For the flow in the blade-casing gap, it follows that the unsteady pressure fluctu-
ation through the blade-casing gap must drive a corresponding mass flow fluctuation.
Figure 3-9 plots this corresponding mass flux per unit area through the blade-casing
gap, non-dimensionalized by the mass flux per unit area at the impeller exit2. The
most important observation to make is that the loading profiles are generally in phase
with the mass flux profiles, meaning that the mass flux through the blade-casing gap
responds almost instantly to the applied loading. This suggests that the process could
be approximated as taking place on a quasi-steady basis. Calculating the reduced fre-
quency for the blade-leakage flow will provide us an estimate of the degree to which
this is true.
β
BCG
=
ΩND bI
2pi w
BCG
= 0.22 (3.1)
2Shum’s non-dimensionalization is different from what is used here. When comparing the current
results to those of Shum, the reader should note this difference. However, it will be shown in section
3.3.3 that the important measure of blade leakage flow as it pertains to loss and blockage (the relative
unsteadiness parameter) will eliminate quantification differences due to normalization schemes.
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If the reduced frequency were much less than unity, β
BCG
 1, it would be a
strong indicator that the flow process through the blade-casing gap occurs in a manner
largely uninfluenced by unsteady effects. Although the result of equation 3.1 is not
close to zero, it indicates that the quasi-steady effects are significantly more important
than the unsteady effects for the flow through the blade-casing gap. Using this, we
begin our analysis of the flow by making the approximation that the process takes
place in a quasi-steady manner.
3.3.3 Quasi-Steady Blade Leakage Model
Blade-Leakage Jet Sudden Expansion Model
Shum’s analysis concluded that only the unsteady aspects of blade leakage flow could
be responsible for the observed performance change seen in the impeller. However the
data presented in section 3.2 shows a contribution of the blade leakage flow to entropy
production levels (relative to the vaneless case) that is an order of magnitude lower
than what Shum observed. To understand why this large disparity exists between
these two compressors, a simple model is sought to understand the flow processes
that govern loss generation in blade leakage flow.
One difference that is noticed between Shum’s data and the current data is that
the amplitude of Shum’s unsteady blade leakage mass flux profiles relative to their
mean value is larger than the same measure of the profiles presented in figure 3-9.
To understand what effect this may have on the flow through the blade gap we can
use the approximation that the blade leakage flow is quasi-steady to estimate the
loss. If we consider the fluid exiting the blade-casing gap to be akin to a jet exiting
into a larger channel, as depicted in figure 3-10, we can use the conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy to calculate the stagnation pressure drop due to mixing as a
function of the inlet jet velocity and the area ratio between the jet and the channel.
The result for a low Mach number, steady inlet velocity is:
∆pt,steady =
1
2
ρ
(
1− A1
A2
)2
w21 (3.2)
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Since the area ratio is very small (i.e. A1/A2  1) and constant for the current
application (A1/A2 ≈ 0.02), this term will be omitted in the rest of the analysis for
simplicity.
With the approximation that the flow process through the blade-casing gap is
quasi-steady, the instantaneous stagnation pressure change of the fluid jet, ∆pt, can
be calculated based on the instantaneous inlet velocity using equation 3.2. These
values are calculated at every infinitesimal time increment, dt and integrated over one
period of inlet velocity unsteadiness to find the average stagnation pressure decrease.
The effect of the unsteadiness on the stagnation pressure change can be seen from
analyzing a simple square wave, shown in figure 3-11. Because the stagnation pressure
drop depends on the square of the inlet velocity, the contribution of the (w + ∆w)
term is not balanced by that of the (w−∆w) term, and there is a net increase in the
stagnation pressure drop due to the unsteady inlet velocity.
∆pt
t
1
2
ρw1
2
=
1
2
(
1 +
∆w
w1
)2
+
1
2
(
1− ∆w
w1
)2
= 1 +
(
∆w
w1
)2
(3.3)
Taking the difference of equations 3.2 and 3.3 yields the difference in stagnation
pressure change due to an unsteady, square wave velocity profile:
∆pt
t −∆pt,steady
1
2
ρw1
2
=
(
∆w
w1
)2
(3.4)
The difference in the stagnation pressure change is a quadratic function of the relative
unsteadiness parameter, ∆w/w1, where ∆w is the amplitude of the unsteady velocity
fluctuation. This quadratic dependence on the relative unsteadiness parameter holds
true for velocity profiles which are periodic with time.
In steady, adiabatic flows we can calculate the lost work, rather than simply the
stagnation pressure drop, using Gibbs’ equation in terms of stagnation quantities.
The result is equation 3.5, which represents the loss due to the mixing out of the
jet as it expands into the channel as a fraction of the inlet kinetic energy. A similar
approach to that used in arriving at equation 3.4 yields equation 3.6, which gives an
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expression for the increase in loss associated with an unsteady velocity fluctuation
relative to that of a steady profile for two jets with the same time average inlet
velocity. Both of these equations make no assumption about the magnitude of the
entropy change or the Mach number at which they occur.
Tt∆s
1
2
w21
=
cpTt
1
2
w21
ln
(
1 +
γ − 1
2
M
2
1
)
(3.5)
Tt
(
∆s
t −∆ssteady
)
1
2
w1
2
=
cpTt
1
2
w1
2
ln

(
1 + (γ − 1)M12
(
1 +
(
∆w
w1t
)2)
+ O
(
M1
4
))1/2
1 + γ−1
2
M1
2

(3.6)
For low Mach number flow (M1  1) the expressions shown in equations 3.5 and 3.6
respectively reduce to:3
Tt∆s =
−∆pt
ρt
→ Tt∆s1
2
w21
= 1 (3.7)
Tt
(
∆s
t −∆ssteady
)
1
2
w1
2
=
(
∆w
w1
t
)2
(3.8)
These expressions are the tools we will use to estimate the loss of a jet undergoing
sudden expansion and to characterize the increased loss due to quasi-steady velocity
fluctuations. We will use them to evaluate the current blade leakage data and the
data available from Shum’s work, to determine if the unsteadiness translates into a
much higher loss for Shum’s compressor than for the CC3.
Figure 3-12 plots the result of applying equation 3.6 for Shum’s data and the
current data at three meridional locations, 90%, 95%, and 99% impeller chord, and
for four G/S
D
ratios. The computed increase in loss due to unsteadiness computed
3For Mach numbers less than M
t
1 = 0.4 and ∆w/w
t less than 1, both of these approximations
have errors of less than 5% from the exact equations (3.5, and 3.6)
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here is 5% − 30% of the steady dynamic head larger for Shum than for any of the
current data. It also does not directly scale with G/S
D
ratio, as we would expect it
to if hypothesis put forward by Murray were true.
The finding that the loss in the leakage flow is much lower here than in Shum’s
study is also in agreement with the dissipation plots of figure 3-4. When viewed on
this basis, this reasoning offers an explanation as to why the blade leakage flow has
such a strong effect on the performance of Shum’s impeller, and not such a strong
effect here. It also provides the first connection between the level of unsteadiness
in the impeller and performance loss, indicating that Murray’s hypothesis, stated in
section 1.1 may not be correct and that the magnitude of the unsteady pressure needs
to be included in the hypothesis.
In addition to the mixing loss due to sudden expansion of the blade leakage jet,
the entropy generated from the blade leakage jet intersecting and mixing with the
main channel flow is also an important loss mechanism in the blade leakage region.
This process is addressed in the next section.
A Model for Estimating Loss Potential in Blade Leakage Flow
As mentioned above, the jet expansion model does not account for loss due to stream
mixing between the blade leakage jet and the main passage flow. Also, we cannot be
certain of the manner in which the mixing process occurs. It is possible for the flow
nonuniformity introduced in the blade-leakage region to convect to a different region
of the passage before mixing out. Because of this possibility, the blade leakage flow
may still be an important source of performance loss if the mixing process takes place
elsewhere in the compressor. To address this, we aim to quantify the potential for loss
in the blade-leakage region, which will give the upper bound of the loss that could
be produced, even if the flow nonuniformities were to mix-out in a different location.
To do this, and to account for the stream mixing between the main passage flow and
the blade leakage flow, a mixed out averaged model for stream mixing is used.
A model for the mixing process between two intersecting streams has been devel-
oped by Denton [22]. This quasi-one dimensional model, given in equation 3.9 below,
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evaluates the mixed out entropy rise for two streams intersecting at an angle with dif-
ferent streamwise velocities and different stagnation temperatures. It is the direction
of the flow with the higher mass flux which defines the streamwise direction. One
stream is assumed to have much smaller mass flow than the other, dm˙ versus m˙, such
that the entropy rise of the smaller, injected stream is insignificant compared to the
total specific entropy rise of the combined streams. As shown by equation 3.9 below,
the specific entropy rise of the main flow is dependent on the velocity components in
the streamwise direction, the relative amount of injected mass, the relative stagnation
temperatures, and the Mach number.
ds
cp
=
dm˙
m˙
[(
1 +
γ − 1
2
M2
)(
Ttinj
Tt
− 1
)
+ (γ − 1)M2
(
1− wxinj
wx
)]
(3.9)
It is important to reiterate that the assumptions of this model exclude any specific
entropy rise of the injected fluid, therefore the specific entropy change represented in
equation 3.9 is due to the mixing of the fluid in the main channel only, even though
the mixing itself occurs due to the nonuniformity introduced by the injected fluid.
Since the specific entropy rise of the blade leakage fluid is not included in this model,
it can be accounted for by adding equation 3.5 to Denton’s model and multiplying
by the ratio of mass flows, dm˙/m˙. This approximation will hold as long as dm˙ is
significantly less than m˙, otherwise the mixing expression must be derived again.
The sum of this term with Denton’s model, non-dimensionalized in the manner of
equation 3.5, will henceforth be referred to as the ’loss potential model’. The form of
the loss potential model that will be used in later analysis is written in terms of the
impeller relative Mach number for the blade leakage flow.
Tt ds
1
2
U2
=
Tt cp
1
2
U2
dm˙
m˙
[(
1 +
γ − 1
2
M2
BCG
)(
Ttinj
Tt
− 1
)
+ (γ − 1)M2
BCG
(
1− wMFD,inj
w
MFD
)
+ ln
(
1 +
γ − 1
2
M2
BCG
) ]
(3.10)
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3.3.4 Mixed Out Loss Potential
Introduction
The expression encapsulated in equation 3.10 provides a direct estimate of the to-
tal loss potential of the blade leakage flow to which the computational results from
TURBO can be compared. First, the loss potential of each case is evaluated using
the mixed out averaging method described in section 2.6.1 on the computational data
from TURBO. Any differences in the time averaged loss potential may point to the
existence of nonuniformities introduced by impeller-diffuser interaction that could re-
sult in performance change.
First, it is of technical interest to identify what regions in the compressor con-
tribute the most to the loss potential. For this, the impeller passage cross section
is divided into regions for which a mixed-out analysis is conducted. These results
are then assessed to determine which region is the dominant region. In the region
of the blade-casing gap, the loss potential model of equation 3.10 is evaluated for its
accuracy in estimating loss potential versus the computational results. The results of
this evaluation serve to determine the utility of the model as well as the role of flow
processes in each region of the channel cross section in contributing to the overall loss
potential of the channel.
Approach to Quantifying Sources of Loss Potential
The term ’loss potential’ is used to describe the specific loss increase as the flow set-
tles from the current, non-uniform state to that of the mixed out state. The term
’potential’ is used because the mixed out value assumes the mixing process contin-
ues at constant flow area until a uniform state is reached while the mass flux, linear
momentum, angular momentum, and energy are conserved. Because the mixing out
process rarely occurs to completion, the mixed-out results should be viewed as an
upper bound for the additional loss due to the nonuniformities present in the flow
field.
The mixed out analysis described in section 2.6.1, is used here to compare the spe-
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cific loss potential between two channel cross section planes at any arbitrary stream-
wise impeller location. As the distance between evaluation planes increases, the con-
tribution of the observed entropy production between planes to the mixed out entropy
difference also increases. Since the goal of this analysis is to highlight differences in
loss potential in the flow between two adjacent planes of the impeller channel cross
section, the loss potential is calculated as the difference between the mixed out and
the mass-averaged local specific entropy values.
ξ =
T
ITE
1
2
U2
(
sXi − sMi
)
(3.11)
Figure 3-13 shows the loss potential in one impeller passage for all four gap to
pitch ratios and at meridional locations of 90%, 95%, and 99% impeller chord. The
time averaged loss potential does not vary significantly from case to case, but the
unsteady level of loss potential at each time instant over the blade passing period
does. At 99% impeller chord, the large amplitude of the loss potential over the blade
passing period indicates that unsteady processes play a role in setting the level of
loss potential in the channel at each time instant. Despite this, the mean values for
all cases are still roughly equivalent. In contrast to the quadratic effect of velocity
unsteadiness on loss discussed earlier, the time average of the loss potential variation
over the blade passing is equal to the time average of a steady loss potential. The
important feature of this plot is that the time averaged loss potential for all levels of
interaction is nearly the same.
The comparison of loss potentials has shown that there is only a small loss po-
tential variance between cases. This small variance is evaluated across the entire
passage, and therefore leaves open the possibility that the loss potential is a result
of an increased loss potential in one region and a decreased loss potential in another.
To address this possibility, and to gain knowledge of the loss potential profile, the
channel cross section is divided into five regions selected to coincide with areas of
high dissipation as identified in figure 3-4(a). The regions begin with the suction side
blade leakage region, R1, and are numbered counter clockwise around the channel
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(see figure 3-14). If the increase in loss potential in any region is much larger than
the loss potential in the other regions, it will be necessary to conduct a sensitivity
study on the selection of the regions. The following list identifies the region name
and the associated type of loss that is expected to dominate in that region.
• Region R1 - blade leakage jet entering channel
• Region R2 - blade leakage exiting channel
• Region R3 - pressure side boundary layer
• Region R4 - center of channel
• Region R5 - suction side boundary layer / tip leakage back flow [8]
If mechanisms similar to those that caused performance changes in Shum’s and Mur-
ray’s impellers are occurring here, the loss potential of region R1 will be dominant
over a small change in meridional location, δi 4. Also, in region R1 the loss potential
model should provide a good estimate of the mixed out specific entropy in that region.
However, if the loss potential in other regions are of equal or greater magnitude than
that in R1, then a different loss mechanism is driving the performance loss of the
CC3 impeller.
Assessment of the Blade Leakage Model for Loss Potential
The first objective is to determine the applicability of the loss model relative to
Denton’s model and the computational results. Since the center of R1 is one quarter
of a passage from the blade, where the data for the one dimensional model is collected,
we expect there to be a phase difference between the computational results and the
one dimensional model results. This difference is expected to be at least one quarter
of a blade passing plus the transit time of the blade leakage jet nonuniformity to the
4A small change in meridional location, δi, is selected to isolate the loss potential contributions
of a specific region. If a larger distance between evaluation planes were chosen, the nonuniformities
evaluated at the upstream plane would have increased opportunity to convect to different regions
before reaching the downstream plane, giving a false indication of where loss potential sources reside
in the channel
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center of R1. Knowing the mean velocity of the blade leakage flow, as well as other
pertinent details about the compressor, we can estimate that this phase shift should
be roughly ∼ 0.5 blade passings for R1.
Figure 3-15 shows the result of the mixing out process conducted in R1 on the
computational data from TURBO alongside Denton’s estimate and the loss model’s
estimate. The time averaged loss potentials are shown as thin horizontal lines on the
plot. From visual inspection, we see that the phase shift at 90% and 95% is ∼ 0.4
blade passings, within 10% of a blade passing of our estimate. However, this phase
difference proves to be immaterial when considering the time average loss potential.
The inclusion of the loss in the blade leakage fluid yields a time average loss
potential estimate close to that of the calculations. Although the blade leakage fluid
accounts for only 5% of the total mass flux in R1, it contributes roughly 20% to the
estimate of the increase in loss potential. At 99% impeller chord, the model breaks
down as the magnitude of the blade leakage flux diminishes, and effects from the
impeller blade tip become important (e.g. boundary layer separation, tip leakage
back flow) become important. The similarity in magnitude and expected phase-shift
for the 90% and 95% chordal locations confirms that the leakage flow dominates the
flow field in the corner of the casing and suction side of the impeller blade, as the
dissipation plots of figure 3-4 suggest. A similar trend can be observed in figures E-1
and E-2 in Appendix E, for G/S
D
= 0.40 and G/S
D
= 0.60, respectively.
The loss potential model used in this analysis has been shown to provide an an
adequate estimate of loss potential increase in the region of the casing-suction side
corner. This adequacy is expected to hold for most compressors with similar time
averaged blade leakage mass fluxes. The reason for this is explained by Denton, [22],
when he states that mixing of a jet entering at 90◦ to a channel realizes nearly all of its
potential entropy production within several diameters of the injected jet when mixed
with five times its own mass flow [22]. Although not entering at 90◦, the injected
mass flow from the blade-casing gap is 5% of the channel mass flow in R1. Therefore,
the mixing process is not limited by the mass flow of the channel and will realize
nearly all of its loss potential in a small region near the jet. The plots of dissipation,
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figure 3-4, show this rapid mixing of the leakage jet to occur in the CC3 impeller, as
do Shum’s plots of high relative dissipation in figure 3-5, for his compressor. These
arguments justify the omission of the area ratio term, since mixing of the leakage
fluid effectively carries to completion in the casing-suction side corner.
Comparison of Loss Potential Increase Between Regions
Now that the loss model has been shown to adequately capture the mixed out loss
potential in region R1, we can conduct a mixed-out analysis on the computational
data from TURBO to evaluate the other cross sectional regions and gauge the rel-
ative magnitudes of their increased loss potentials. In conducting this analysis it is
important to note that the mixed out conditions from each region cannot be directly
compared to one another because the initial conditions (mass flux, momentum, en-
ergy) vary slightly from region to region. Between regions the standard deviation of
momentum and stagnation temperature are both ∼ 4% of their mean values across
the channel. However, we expect to find increases in specific loss potential in R1 ten
or more times larger than in R2-R5 if dominant mechanisms similar to those observed
in Shum’s and Murray’s experiments are present. For this purpose the variations in
conditions across the channel plane are deemed low enough to be acceptable. Addi-
tionally, since we are calculating a mass-flux specific quantity, the value of each region
is normalized by the ratio of mass flux through the region itself to the mass flux of
the channel. Doing this yields specific entropy values that can be compared to those
of other regions. Figure 3-16 plots all of these regions over one representative blade
passing for G/S
D
= 0.28 at three meridional locations. The phase shifts between each
region at each meridional location are due to the effect described previously.
When the increase in loss potential from R1 is compared to that of the rest of
the channel, we find that the change in loss potential of region R1 over δi is roughly
equal to the change in loss potential of other regions.This means that for the CC3, at
the selected operating conditions, there is no dominant source of loss potential due
to interaction in the impeller. Similar results for G/S
D
= 0.40 and G/S
D
= 0.60 can
be found in Appendix E, figures E-3 and E-4, respectively.
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3.3.5 Summary of Unsteady Investigation
From the analysis above we can infer that there is no dominant, unsteady loss produc-
tion mechanism in the impeller. The focus of this evaluation has been on the unsteady
blade leakage flow, which produced changes in the time average flow blockage and
loss generation that led to measurable performance changes associated with unsteady
impeller-diffuser interactions in previous studies ([3], [8]). Under the conditions for
which the computations have been carried out both the time averaged entropy gen-
eration (dissipation) and the potential for loss have been evaluated. Both analyses
show that changes in the blade leakage flow have a minimal effect on changes in CC3
performance with varying degrees of interaction.
The relative unsteadiness of the blade leakage flow,
∆w
BCG
w
BCG
, has been shown to
be a parameter which appears to characterize the unsteady loss from blade leakage
flow. Based on the present analysis, it appears that it is also a parameter which
offers an explanation of the observed difference in loss between the CC3 and Shum’s
compressor.
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Figure 3-1: Comparison of previous and current performance data across impeller as
a function of G/S. All values normalized with the vaneless case
G/S = 0.28 G/S = 0.40 G/S = 0.60 V aneless
∆m˙corr 0.23% 0.09% −0.02% 4.652 [kg/s]
∆
pt,ITE
pt,ILE
−0.17% 0.01% −0.05% 4.138
∆
p
ITE
pt,ILE
0.60% 0.76% 0.69% 2.672
∆
wtan,ITE
U
ITE
−0.087% −0.023% −0.043% 0.697
∆η −0.075% −0.0113% 0.005% 0.931
Table 3.1: Summary of impeller performances relative to vaneless case
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Figure 3-4: Difference of time and volume averaged entropy generation between each
vaned case and the vaneless case at 99% impeller chord. Normalized by the time and
volume averaged dissipation rate for the entire vaneless plane,
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Mean Standard Deviation, σ Maximum Minimum
G/S = 0.28 −0.007 0.95 16.59 −13.25
G/S = 0.40 0.005 0.201 4.43 −3.18
G/S = 0.60 0.036 0.074 2.02 −1.01
Table 3.2: Summary of relative dissipation changes at the impeller trailing edge plane
for all vaned geometries compared to the vaneless case
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Figure 3-5: Difference of time and volume averaged entropy generation between
Shum’s two vaned cases and his vaneless case at 99% impeller chord. Normal-
ized by the time and volume averaged dissipation rate for the entire vaneless plane,
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G/S = 0.28 G/S = 0.40 G/S = 0.60 V aneless
∆A
eff
A
eff
−0.0069 −0.0029 0.0017
T
ITE
(s
ITE
−s
ILE
)
1
2
U2
0.0863 0.0859 0.0857 0.0857
∆s
ITE
cp
2.06x10−4 5.61x10−5 7.88x10−7
θ −51.73◦ −51.70◦ −51.67◦ −51.60◦
∆θ [radians] 0.0023 0.0017 0.0012
Table 3.3: Interaction related changes at the impeller exit for the independent vari-
ables of Shum’s one-dimensional model
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Figure 3-6: Stagnation and static pressure changes due to varying gap to pitch ratios
shown with data from numerical simulation and Shum’s one dimensional model
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G/S = 0.28 G/S = 0.40 G/S = 0.60
Loss −.12% −0.03% −0.00%
Blockage −0.50% −0.21% −0.12%
Slip −0.10% −0.07% −0.05%
Total −0.73% −0.32% −0.18%
Table 3.4: Contribution of individual terms to total pressure changes in the one-
dimensional model
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Figure 3-8: Comparison of loading over the
blade-casing gap at three meridional im-
peller locations,
(pP.S.−pS.S)
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Figure 3-9: Comparison of blade leakage
mass flux per unit area at three meridional
impeller locations,
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Figure 3-10: Schematic of one dimensional
blade leakage model
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Figure 3-11: Example of square wave used
in one dimensional jet total pressure loss
model
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Figure 3-12: Estimated increase in time averaged, mixed out loss of blade leakage
flow due to unsteadiness of the blade leakage jet,
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Figure 3-13: Comparison of loss potential, ξ, over one blade passing period between
all G/S ratios and at three meridional locations within the impeller
Figure 3-14: Schematic of regions used to conduct region-relative loss potential analy-
sis. Cross section is a meridional plane of one impeller passage taken near the impeller
trailing edge
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(a) δi = 90%− 91% impeller chord
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(b) δi = 95%− 95.5% impeller chord
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(c) δi = 99%− 99.5% impeller chord
Figure 3-15: Change of R1 relative specific loss potential, ∆ξ, over δi for G/S = 0.28
using three evaluation methods. Mean values shown as thin horizontal lines
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(b) δi = 95%− 95.5% impeller chord
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(c) δi = 99%− 99.5% impeller chord
Figure 3-16: Change of passage relative specific loss potential, ∆ξ, over δi for regions
R1-R5 evaluated with numerical results from TURBO
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Chapter 4
Summary and Conclusions
A set of numerical simulations has been conducted to assess the hypothesis that
the gap to pitch ratio characterizes changes in impeller performance associated with
unsteady impeller-diffuser interaction. The following sections summarize the findings
of the investigation and offer suggestions as to where future work should be focused
to continue making progress on developing a quantitative understanding of impeller-
diffuser interaction.
4.1 Summary of Findings
4.1.1 Assessment of Hypothesis
It has been shown that the impeller performance response does not scale with the
gap to pitch ratio as the hypothesis put forward by Murray suggests. In fact, no
measurable performance change due to interaction was observed for the impeller of
any vaned case relative to the vaneless case. For the conditions under which this
computational experiment was conducted, this leads to the conclusion that:
• The hypothesis that the impeller performance change due to impeller-diffuser
interaction can be described by a universal curve as a function of the gap to
pitch ratio has been disproven
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Murray’s hypothesis was derived, in part, from consideration of the upstream propaga-
tion of a pressure disturbance originating at the diffuser leading edge. In formulating
his hypothesis, he chose only to account for the decay rate (the gap to pitch ratio)
and not the amplitude of the disturbance produced by the diffuser.
4.1.2 Key Findings
Two important observations have been made in this study which suggest that the
amplitude of the pressure perturbation generated at the leading edge of the diffuser
should be included as one of the parameters (in appropriate dimensionless form) for
estimating performance change due to impeller-diffuser interaction. The first is that
the impeller passage unsteadiness for the CC3 scales with gap to pitch ratio, only
because the amplitude of the initial pressure perturbation produced by the diffuser
was kept nearly constant. The second is that the unsteadiness level, which is much
less than that of Shum’s for the same gap to pitch ratio, fails to produce significant
performance changes in the impeller. Together, these observations point to the need
for parameters to quantify the level of unsteadiness as well as how this unsteadiness
manifests itself as an actual change in performance. Both of these factors are lacking
in Murray’s hypothesis.
• Impeller unsteadiness level, as measured by the standard deviation of static
pressures along the impeller passage centerline, is found to scale exponentially
with the gap to pitch ratio only when the amplitude of the initial pressure
perturbation produced by the diffuser remains constant
• Additions to the hypothesis are needed in order to relate the level of impeller
passage unsteadiness to the level of performance change due to interaction.
For example, the ratio of the unsteady amplitude, of blade leakage velocity or
blade loading, to the time average value appears to be a parameter capable of
quantifying the impact of unsteadiness on impeller performance change
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4.2 Future Work
Considering the second point from section 4.1.2, above, in some detail, and with
regards to some of the work done here, opens several possible areas of work for future
research. First, we must consider three important pieces of information necessary
to characterize the performance change that impeller-diffuser interaction has on the
impeller: the initial magnitude of the pressure perturbation produced by the diffuser,
the evolution of this perturbation as it travels upstream to the impeller, and the
manner in which this perturbation manifests itself as performance change within the
impeller. The disproven hypothesis of Murray only accounts for one of these factors.
Forming a hypothesis that includes these three items might be accomplished by
considering the relative unsteadiness parameter written in terms of loading instead
of velocity. Since Shum and Murray both concluded that change in the blade leakage
flow is the primary mechanism by which interaction affects performance, it follows
that the relative unsteadiness parameter, which describes the unsteady loss in the
blade leakage flow, would be suitable for characterizing performance change due to
interaction. Loss scales as the square of the relative unsteadiness parameter. Relating
this to loading yields:
(
wBCGMAX − wBCGMIN
wBCG
)2
∝
[
(∆p)
1/2
BCGMAX
− (∆p)1/2BCGMIN
]2
(∆p)BCG
(4.1)
The relative unsteadiness parameter can be addressed in terms of its two components:,
the denominator, which quantifies the mean value of velocity or loading through the
blade-casing gap, and the numerator, which quantifies the unsteady amplitude of
velocity of loading through the blade-casing gap.
The inclusion of the mean blade loading term in describing interaction effects
provides an estimate of how a given level of unsteadiness translates into a performance
change for a certain compressor. If the mean loading is high, then changes in the
impeller performance will be relatively less sensitive to a given unsteady loading
amplitude than a compressor who has a low mean loading and is subjected to the
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same unsteady amplitude. This is because it is the ratio of the unsteady amplitude
to the mean value that characterizes a performance change. The same change in
performance due to interaction would occur for a compressor (constant mean loading
value) that is subjected to two different unsteady loading amplitudes, as is the case
here with the CC3.
Figures 3-8 and 3-9 show that the mean loading values and mean mass flux values
are independent of interaction level, and are therefore properties inherent to the
impeller. Thus, the mean loading value may be found from CFD, or estimated using
analytical methods such as those developed by Johnston, [25]. Since the merits of
these methods have not been evaluated here, we will leave the determination of the
most effective method to future studies and simply refer to the mean impeller blade
loading as:
(p
P.S.
− p
S.S
)
t
1
2
ρ
ITE
v2
ITE
(4.2)
The numerator of the relative unsteadiness parameter represents the amplitude
of the unsteady fluctuations in velocity and loading. Equation 4.1 reveals that the
relative unsteadiness parameter in terms of velocity does not scale directly with that
written in terms of loading. As well, the specific manner in which the amplitude of
static pressure unsteadiness (quantified in figure 3-7) is related to the amplitude of un-
steady loading across the impeller blades is not immediately clear. It is expected that
with some additional work this numerator can be quantified in the manner suggested
by equation 2.3, which accounts for the effects of the initial perturbation magnitude,
p′(0, 0), and its exponential decay as described by the gap to pitch ratio.
Combining the numerator and denominator returns the form of the relative un-
steadiness parameter, written in terms of loading, which has been shown to effectively
describe the scaling of changes in performance loss due to interaction in the impeller.
Therefore, the form of this parameter that may be shown to characterize impeller
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performance change due to impeller-diffuser coupling looks like:
∆pi , ∆η ∼ f

g
p′(0, 0)e
 
−2pi√
1−M2r
G
S
D
!
(
p
P.S.
− p
S.S.
t
)

(4.3)
Where f() and g() are two functions which have yet to be determined. For consis-
tency between compressors, all terms are evaluated at the impeller trailing edge.
Characterizing performance change due to interaction in the manner of the relative
unsteadiness parameter addresses the three criteria mentioned above: the disturbance
evolution with gap to pitch ratio, as Murray’s hypothesis does, plus two effects that
Murray’s hypothesis does not: the disturbance producing characteristic of the dif-
fuser (p′(0, 0)), and the sensitivity of the impeller to unsteadiness (mean loading)1.
Recognizing this, the relative unsteadiness parameter, expressed in a form similar to
that suggested in equation 4.3, has the potential to characterize the effect of impeller-
diffuser interactions on impeller performance.
Depending on the magnitude of this parameter, any given compressor may find
changes due to interaction to be more important in the impeller or more important in
the diffuser. The current study saw low levels of the relative unsteadiness parameter,
and relatively large performance changes in the diffuser (see Appendix D). Shum had
high values of this parameter, and saw relatively large performance changes in his
impeller. Therefore, changes in this parameter between different compressors may
offer an explanation to the seemingly contradictory results obtained by Shum and
Ziegler, [9].
The following recommendations are made for future work regarding impeller per-
formance change due to impeller-diffuser interaction:
1It has been noted by some that highly loaded impellers are often more sensitive to unsteadiness
than lightly loaded impellers. It is important to note that the sensitivity referred to here is in regards
only to changes in the blade leakage flow, which Shum and Murray identified as the main mechanism
of performance change due to interaction.
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• Develop a model to estimate p′(0, 0) in various types of diffusers and at different
operating points
• Determine the relationship between impeller passage unsteadiness, p′(−G, 0),
and the impeller blade loading amplitude
• Evaluate the utility of the relative unsteadiness parameter in characterizing
blade leakage loss due to unsteadiness for compressors in which the blade leak-
age flow is the dominant loss-producing mechanism due to impeller diffuser
interaction
• Investigate the effect interaction on changes in diffuser performance
The last item on this list is of concern to the diffuser performance. Although Shum
found these changes to be small relative to those of the impeller, it must be taken
into consideration that this finding is true only at the operating point that Shum
conducted his investigation. Over the range of operating mass flows between choke
and stall, the incidence angle to the diffuser vanes changes significantly. As shown in,
Appendix D, a change of incidence angle produces changes in diffuser performance.
Because of this, the effect of interaction on diffuser performance is of significant en-
gineering interest. In contrast to the data from Shum and Murray, the time averaged
performance data here (for the impeller and the diffuser) is in alignment with the
results of Ziegler, [9]. Although the sensitivity of the diffuser to interaction effects
was not examined, we have seen that the impeller is not affected significantly. In this
case, the diffuser performance may be of primary interest.
One possible mechanism of performance change in the diffuser due to impeller-
diffuser interaction has been encountered and addressed in axial compressors by
Botros, [15]. The loading and unloading of the impeller trailing edge over one blade
passing period causes vortices of opposite sign to be shed periodically. The work
of Botros suggests that entropy production depends on the shed vortex trajectory
through the diffuser passage. This trajectory can be characterized by a ratio of two
time scales: the time for vortex convection between blade rows, and the blade-passing
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period. For a given operating mass flow and rotational speed, this ratio depends only
on the radial gap length, which sets the convection time of the vortices between the
impeller and diffuser. This effect may explain the disproportionate diffuser loss co-
efficients relative to incidence angle obtained here. It is suggested that this ratio of
time scales should be investigated further as it pertains to interaction’s influence on
diffuser performance.
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Appendix A
Acoustic Equation
The linear-theory equation for the propogation of a small disturbance in a medium
is the acoustic equation, represented here with φ as the velocity potential.
∇2φ− 1
a2∞
∂2φ
∂t2
= 0 (A.1)
If we apply the Galilean transformation x′ = x + ut, as suggested in [26], equation
A.1 in two dimensions becomes
∂2φ
∂x2
+
∂2φ
∂y2
− u
2
a2∞
∂2φ
∂x2
= 0 → (1−M2∞)
∂2φ
∂x2
+
∂2φ
∂y2
= 0 (A.2)
From here a coordinate transformation is made of the form x∗ = x/(1 −M2∞) and
y∗ = y after which equation A.2 becomes Laplace’s equation.
∂2(φ)
∂x∗2
+
∂2(φ)
∂y∗2
= 0 (A.3)
The solution to Laplace’s equation with the coordinate transformation can be found
by following the form of equation 2.1. Next, M∞ is replaced by the component of the
Mach in the radial direction, the direction of the impeller, Mr. When evaluated with
the characteristic length scales, as was done in equation 2.2, this yields an expression
for the propagation of a pressure perturbation which accounts for the fluid velocity
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in direction of the impeller.
p′(−G, 0) = p′(0, 0)e
− 2pi√
1−M2r
G
S
D
(A.4)
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Appendix B
Blockage
This appendix contains the details of how the quantification of relative blockage,
equation 2.30, is developed. As was discussed earlier, the only component of velocity
that contributes to blockage is the component in the mean flow direction. Therefore,
only differences in the magnitude of velocity in the mean-flow direction can change the
effective flow area between cases. In turbomachinery there is no convenient definition
of the mean-flow direction, as there is in external aerodynamics, so we must define it.
Our choice is to use the time and momentum-flux averaged velocity vector specific
to a given chord-wise location , i, as calculated from the case of the vaneless-diffuser.
Using the vaneless configuration provides a definition of mean-flow direction that is
without the influence of interaction.
vˆ
MFD
=
~vt,P
| ~vt,P | where: ~v
t,P
MFD
=
∫
i
(~v)~vdm˙∫
i
~vdm˙
|vaneless (B.1)
In two dimensions blockage can be simply calculated using the integral relation
for the displacement thickness. For a case whose free-stream velocity is purely in the
+x direction this is:
δ∗ =
∫ y
E
0
(
1− ρ vx
ρ
E
v
E
)
dy (B.2)
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δ∗ can also be represented by a difference of mass flows:
δ∗ =
m˙I − m˙V
ρ
E
v
E
(B.3)
However, the derivation of the relations in B.2 and B.3 assume that the quantity
ρ
E
v
E
remains constant between the inviscid and viscous cases. For problems in
internal flows it is often the mass flow that is held constant from case to case, not the
quantity ρ
E
v
E
. Therefore, we must derive a new blockage expression which reflects
the constraints of this experiment. Since we are interested in the relative change
in blockage, and not its absolute value, we begin by writing an expression for ∆δ?,
noting that both the mass flow and core quantity, (ρv)core , are case-specific.
∆δ? =
[
m˙inv − m˙2
(ρe ve)2
]
−
[
m˙inv − m˙1
(ρe ve)1
]
(B.4)
The inviscid mass flow, m˙inv can be rewritten as m˙inv = (ρ v)coreA, where A is
the geometric flow area. Simplifying equation B.4 and recognizing that the mass flow
is the same for each case yields:
∆δ? = m˙
(
(ρe ve)|2 − (ρe ve)|1
(ρe ve)|1(ρe ve)|2
)
(B.5)
Intuitively, this equation makes sense: if case 2 has more blockage than case 1, a
larger core quantity is required to pass the same mass flow. Equation B.5 will serve
as the foundation for the analagous three dimensional relation.
Next we must properly define the core quantity, (ρv)core . To alleviate the diffi-
culties that Khalid, [24], and Shum, [3], encountered in defining proper values for
this quantity in unsteady, turbulent flows, it is desired to develop a method that
removes user-defined dependencies entirely. To do this without arbitrariness and in
a repeatable fashion, we seek a method that integrates over the entire channel cross
section. The accuracy of this method is not expected to be high because we include
even the very low velocity regions, but because we are measuring relative differences
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in blockage these differences are tolerable as long as the precision is good. High pre-
cision from case to case will offset the systematic errors due to the integration itself.
In formulating this integral quantity we identify the characteristics consistent with a
core-flow and target them explicitly. They are:
• High mass flux, ρvA
• High momentum flux, ρv2A
• Low gradient of velocity, ∂v
∂xi
• Low Laplacian of velocity, ∂2v
∂x2 i
The last term is included, perhaps not so obviously, to handle regions where core
flow unaffected by viscosity can still maintain a velocity gradient such as in the channel
of a rotating impeller. Using combinations of these characteristics, four integrals were
constructed to average the core quantity, (ρv)core .
1. Mass flux averaging, (ρv)M
2. Momentum flux averaging, (ρv)P
3. Gradient weighted momentum flux averaging, (ρv)P∇
4. Gradient and Laplacian weighted momentum flux averaging, (ρv)Υ
The weighting factors are simply defined as (1 − |Q|/|Qmax|), where Q is any
quantity. This normalization method is effective only when the difference between
the maximum and minimum values is of the same order as the standard deviation,
ensuring a reasonable distribution. All velocities used in calculating (ρv)core will be
the component of local velocity in the mean flow direction, ~v
MFD
= ~v · vˆ
MFD
. In
equation form, option four is:
ρ vΥ
core
=
∫
A
ρ~v2
MFD
(
1− |∇~v||∇~v|max
)(
1− |∇
2~v|
|∇2~v|max
)
dm˙∫
A
~v
MFD
(
1− |∇~v||∇~v|max
)(
1− |∇2~v||∇2~v|max
)
dm˙
(B.6)
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To evaluate the effectiveness of each option a two dimensional channel-flow model
was constructed using four boundary layer profiles and various boundary layer thick-
nesses, δ. In all cases the core velocity is known and adjusts to maintain a constant
mass flow as the prescribed boundary layer is altered. Each integral method was
then applied to estimate the core velocity as well as the displacement thickness, δ?.
The profiles used, seen in figure B-1, are 1.) pure shear flow, 2.) an approximation of
a Blasius boundary layer, 3.) a linearly advancing sinusoid to represent highly non-
uniform boundary layers (similar to tip-leakage flow), and 4.)a core velocity exceeded
by a jet/boundary layer combination.
Figure B-2 summarizes the important results of this analysis, plotting the error
in core velocity predictions versus the true blockage as a percentage of geometric
channel area. The results for eight boundary layer thicknesses from each of the four
profiles are shown. In terms of our criteria for an acceptable method, the gradient and
Laplacian-weighted averaging method produces the best results. The absolute error
is the least of all methods, and the consistency (precision) of the error as blockage
increases is the greatest of all methods, even as the blocked area reaches thirty percent
of the channel.
Next, these same methods are applied to a sample of velocity profiles taken from
the actual CC3 flowfield. Since no ’true’ value of the core exists, the assignment of a
single value to characterize a passage flow is very difficult. To gauge this value effec-
tively, and upon the suggestion of Greitzer, [27], six fluid dynamicists were asked to
evaluate the core velocity in eleven different velocity profiles taken from a range of lo-
cations within the CC3 impeller. Four of these profiles are shown in figure B-3. Com-
paring the human-estimated values with those of the gradient and Laplacian-weighted
averaging method yielded an average error of  = 1.74% and a standard deviation of
σ = 3.02%. This result is satisfactory enough to apply this method of estimating the
core quantity to the purposes of blockage quantification in this research. We can now
replace the quantity (ρv)core by the time and weighted momentum-averaged quantity,
ρvt,Υ
MFD
.
Subtracting equation 2.28 from itself for two separate cases and rearranging we
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see that the normalized change in effective area is equal to the negative change in
non-dimensional blockage.
∆Aeff
Aactual
= −∆B (B.7)
Since the absolute effective area is unknown, we have non-dimensionalized by the
geometric flow area of the channel. The non-dimensional blockage, −∆B, can be
replaced by ∆δ?/Aactual. Replacing the expression for ∆δ
? using equations B.6 and
B.5, we arrive at:
∆Aeff
Aactual
=
m˙
Aactual
(
ρ vt,Υ|
caseX
− ρ vt,Υ|
ref
ρ vt,Υ|
caseX
ρ vt,Υ|
ref
)
(B.8)
Thus, the change in blockage for any case, denoted ’caseX’, relative to a reference
case, ’ref ’, is given by equation B.8.
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Figure B-1: Examples of two dimensional velocity profiles used to test core quantity
averaging methods. Velocity is non-dimensionalized by the velocity that would pass
an equivalent inviscid mass flow
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Appendix C
Vane Positioning
This appendix contains the details of the swirl angle analysis highlighted in section
2.5.2. Beginning with equations C.1 and C.2 from Greitzer, et al [19], and assuming
planar, isentropic, swirling flow.
dM2
M2
=
−2[1 + γ−1
2
M2]
1−M2cos2α
dr
r
(C.1)
dα =
[M2sin(2α)]/2
1−M2cos2α
dr
r
(C.2)
All values in the above system of equations are known except that of α
DLE
and M
DLE
(for any arbitrary value of the r
DLE
). Although we have two equations and two
unknowns, the system is coupled and nonlinear. To simplify the solution process, it
is assumed that an average value of the variable not being integrated for (i.e. α in the
equation for dM2/M2) is sufficient to produce an accurate solution. An iterative code
is written that offers an initial guess for α
DLE
and integrates equation 2.9, solving for
M
DLE
. This value of M
DLE
is then used to integrate and solve equation 2.10 for a
new value of α
DLE
, which is then substituted into equation C.1 and the cycle begins
anew. This process is continued until the change in α
DLE
between iterations drops
below a pre-specified tolerance.1
The new vane stagger angle is set by adding the true vane angle (Λ) to the change
1The accuracy of this method was verified against a numerical solver based on an explicit Runge-
Kutta formula. Discrepancies between the two methods were less than 0.75% or 0.06◦.
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in swirl angle predicted by the model and the as-designed vane angle. In equation
form:
Λr,new = Λr,design + (αr,new − αr,design) (C.3)
When restaggering the vanes of the CC3, the vane itself is moved radially outward to
the prescribed location, then rotated to align the chord of the vane with the associated
stagger angle.
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Appendix D
The Diffuser
This Appendix offers an explanation as to why the diffuser performance was not
included in the main analysis. It was found that the incidence angle on the diffuser
vane varied by more than ∆ (Λ− α
DLE
) = 4◦ between cases. The tolerable range of
time average incidence angles was estimated to be ∆ (Λ− α
DLE
) ≤ 1◦ by the data
from Phillips, [1]. Above this tolerance the performance differences due to interaction
could not be separated from performance differences due to the change in loading,
boundary layer behavior, or area ratio stemming from incidence angle change. The
pertinent performance summary of the diffuser of each case is given in table D.1,
below.
Despite this variation of incidence angle, we can be certain that this variation of
incidence angle had an influence on the behavior of the impeller that is secondary
to the observed trends. This variation in diffuser vane incidence angle artificially
increased the p′(0, 0) term for G/S
D
= 0.40 and even more so for G/S
D
= 0.60. The
effect of this would be artificially high levels of interaction from these cases, relative
to that of G/S
D
= 0.28. However, the standard deviation of pressures given in figure
3-7 shows unsteadiness levels well below that of the G/S
D
= 0.28 case. Because
the unsteadiness levels for the two cases with artificially high incidence angles are
not close in magnitude to that of our highest interaction case, and because they still
scale with gap-to-pitch ratio, we conclude that the variation of incidence angle has
only a minimal impact on the impeller’s performance due to interaction. However,
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G/S = 0.28 G/S = 0.40 G/S = 0.60 V aneless
Incidence angle, Λ− α
DLE
9.1◦ 10.2◦ 14.6◦ N/A
Inlet Mach number, M
DLE
0.817 0.793 0.754 N/A
Coefficient of Performance, CPRD 0.714 0.541 0.636 0.429
Coefficient of Loss, ClossD 0.136 0.188 0.142 0.154
Table D.1: Summary of diffuser performance
the impact of this variation on the diffuser performance is too large to separate any
interaction related effects from those due to variation of incidence angle. Therefore,
a meaningful investigation of the diffuser is unable to be pursued. However it should
be noted that G/S
D
= 0.40 has the highest coefficient of loss, despite its incidence
angle being only 1.1◦ larger than that of G/S
D
= 0.28. As mentioned in section 4.2,
this may be of engineering interest and possibly approached using the B3 parameter
as defined by [15].
The reason for the swirl angle deviations was not investigated. Future studies
should carefully evaluate the assumptions regarding the impeller trailing edge flow
when making swirl angle predictions.
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Appendix E
Supplemental Figures
This appendix contains figures and data that supplement the material presented in
the main text but was not needed to directly illustrate the ideas and draw meaningful
conclusions. Each figure in this appendix is referenced specifically in the section it
relates to.
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(a) δi = 90%− 91% impeller chord
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(b) δi = 95%− 95.5% impeller chord
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(c) δi = 99%− 99.5% impeller chord
Figure E-1: Change of R1 relative specific
loss potential, ξ, over δi for G/S = 0.40 us-
ing three evaluation methods. Mean values
shown as thin horizontal lines
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(b) δi = 95%− 95.5% impeller chord
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(c) δi = 99%− 99.5% impeller chord
Figure E-2: Change of R1 relative specific
loss potential, ξ, over δi for G/S = 0.60 us-
ing three evaluation methods. Mean values
shown as thin horizontal lines
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(b) δi = 95%− 95.5% impeller chord
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(c) δi = 99%− 99.5% impeller chord
Figure E-3: Change of passage relative
specific loss potential, ξ, over δi for re-
gions R1-R5 evaluated with numerical re-
sults from TURBO
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(b) δi = 95%− 95.5% impeller chord
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(c) δi = 99%− 99.5% impeller chord
Figure E-4: Change of passage relative
specific loss potential, ξ, over δi for re-
gions R1-R5 evaluated with numerical re-
sults from TURBO
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